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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

This is a report of a sociolinguistic survey of the Koch and Gangai (Surjapuri) 

languages spoken in Jhapa and Morang districts of Eastern Development regions of 

Nepal. This report includes a brief description of these languages, their language 

resources, mother tongue proficiency and bi/multilingualism, domains of language 

use, language vitality and language transmission, language attitudes, language 

development, and dialect mapping. 

According to Eppele et.al. (2012), there are about 124 living languages and dialects of 

four different genetic stocks spoken within the country. The latest official census of 

2011 records the numbers of speakers for 123 languages and also allows an additional 

category of ‘other unknown languages’ with close to half million speakers. However, 

there is no reliable estimate of the actual number of languages spoken within the 

country. The current estimate of many linguists of Nepal is that there are at least 130 

languages in Nepal. 

Koch is an Indo-Aryan language, which is alternatively known as Koche, is spoken in 

Jhapa district by Koch ethnic people. Gangais are mostly concentrated in Jhapa and 

Moran Districts of Nepal. They are also known as Ganesh or Mandal. Gangai 

(Surjapuri) is one of the eastern Indian languages mainly spoken in Bihar 

(Kishanganj, Katihar, Purnia, Araria), north Bengal, eastern Nepal and north western 

Bangladesh. The alternate name for it is Sura. It has significant similarities with both 

Hindi and Bengali languages.  

According to the recent census report of Nepal 2011, Koche is spoken by 2,080 

speakera and Ganagai is spoken by 3,612 speakers as their mother tongue. These 

languages are spoken in Jhapa and Morang districts of Nepal. 

This chapter deals with general background of the Koch and Gangai (Surjapuri) 

speakers and their languages in general. It consists of background of these languages, 

people, caste/ethnic groups, religion, literacy, and occupation. In this chapter we also 

discuss the demography and distribution these languages, geographical location, 
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linguistic affiliation of these languages, previous research, purpose and goals of the 

study, and organization of this report. 

1.2 People 

This section deals with a brief introduction of the Koch and Gangai people in general. 

It includes caste/ethnicity of these speakers, their religion, literacy in these 

communities, and the occupation of Koch and Gangai speakers.  

1.2.1 Caste/ethnic groups 

The Koch and Gangai speech communities have good life settlement. They have 

permanent resident. Koch and Gangai speech communities are the communities of 

one caste and ethnic groups. They have mainly arranged marriage system and these 

days very few are enjoying doing love marriage too. Their socio-cultural existence 

was influenced by Hindu culture.  Table 1.1 presents the caste/ethnic group of the 

informants involved in the survey. 

Table 1.1: Castes/ethnic groups in Koch and Gangai (Surjapuri)  

Castes/ethnic Groups 

Ganagai Koch 

S
ur

na
m

es
 

Ganesh 22 Koch 24 

Ganagai 2 - - 

Mandal 12 - - 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 1.1 shows that Koch and Gangai speech communities are one caste community.  

Most of the speakers of Koch and Gangai speech communities are following 

Hinduism as their religion. Mahabir and Thakur are Gangais’ ancestral deities. They 

celebrate their own festivals such as Amati, Asari-Pasari, and Jitwa, etc. Table 1.2 

presents the situation of religion of the informants involved in the survey in Koch and 

Gangai speech communities. 
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Table 1.2:  Religion of the informants involved in the survey 

N=60 Religion  of Koch and Gangai informants  

 Koch (n=24) Ganagai (n=36) 

Hindu 24 (100%) 36 (100%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 1.2 shows that all the Koch and Gangai speakers are following Hindu religion. 

1.2.2 Occupation 

The people of Koch and Gangai communities have an average economic condition. 

People of these speech communities mainly live in Jhapa and Mornag districts. The 

traditional ethnic occupation of Koch community was to carry sedan. But these days 

the main occupation of these communities is agriculture i.e., farming, and many other. 

Gangai people are mainly involved in farming. These days Koch and Gangai people 

are also involved in government jobs, NGOs and INGOs, and in many other 

professions. 

1.2.3 Literacy 

Both Koch and Gangai are Tarai Janajatis and the literacy rate of Tarai Janajati 

according to the CBS report 2011 is 62.50% which is slightly less than the total 

literacy rate of the nation. As this study is concerned with Jhapa and Morang districts, 

the literacy rate of Tarai Janajati in Jhapa and Morang is 63.26% and 64.16% 

respectively. In our field observation, the literacy rate of Koch and Gangai speakers 

was very poor. Literacy rate of female in these speech communities is lower in 

comparison to male. Literacy rate of Koch and Gangai speech communities is less 

than the total literacy of the country i.e. 65.9%.  

1.3 Demography 

Koch and Gangai are minor languages spoken in the Eastern Development Region of 

Nepalese Tarai. They are mainly spoken in Jhapa and Morang districts. The total 

number of Koch and Gangai (Surjapuri) speakers according to the recent census 

report of Nepal 2011, are 2,080 and 3,612 respectively. Table 1.4 presents the district-

wise distribution of Koch and Gangai speakers. 
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Table 1.3: District-wise distribution of Koch and Gangai speakers 

Koch Gangai 

Districts No. of speakers Districts No. of speakers 

Khotang 1931 Morang 2304 

Jhapa 141 Jhapa 964 

Morang 4 Rautahat 249 

Kathmandu 2 Nawalparasi 31 

Ilam 1 Rupandehi 24 

Terhathum 1 Sankhuwasabha 7 

- - Bardiya 5 

- - Lalitpur 5 

- - Sunsari 4 

- - Banke 4 

- - Kathmandu 3 

- - Kapilvastu 3 

- - Bhaktapur  2 

- - Bara 2 

- - Dhankutta 1 

- - Kabhrepalanchok 1 

- - Parsa 1 

- - Rasuwa 1 

- - Tanahu 1 

Source: Tamang and Gurung (2014) 

1.4 Geographical location of the survey points 

Koch and Gangai (Surjapuri) languages are mainly spoken in Mechi zone, Jhapa 

district and in Koshi Zone, Morang district. 

The survey points for the present study are Rajgadh-4 and 6, and Jhapabazar, 

Kumarkhod-9; Bilaitibari, Kumarkhod-1; Kunjibari, Mahabhara-3; and Kathari-6, 

Morang. Table 1.5 presents the GPS information of the areas survey points. 

 

 

 



 

Table 

  Areas 

1. Rajgadh-6, Jhapa

2. Jhapabazar, 
Kumarkhod-9, Jhapa

3. Bilaitibari, 
Kumarkhod-1, Jhapa

4. Kunjibari, Mahabhara
3, Jhapa 

5. Kathari-6, Morang

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (201

Map 1 presents the geographical location of 

speaking areas. 

Map 1: Geographical map of Koch and 
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Table 1.4: GPS information of the survey points

GPS Coordinates 

6, Jhapa 260 30’28.5”N 0870 55’56.8”E

9, Jhapa 
260 27’54.1”N 0870 51’21.8”E

1, Jhapa 
260 27’54”N 0870 51’22.3”E

Kunjibari, Mahabhara- 260 29’27.2”N 0870 47’45.2”E

6, Morang 260 25’57.9”N 0870 39’47.0”E

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (201

Map 1 presents the geographical location of Koch and Gangai (Surjapuri)

Map 1: Geographical map of Koch and Ganagai areas

Gangai 

the survey points  

Elevation 

E 35m 

E 73m 

E 71m 

E 77m 

E 61m 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Surjapuri) languages 

Ganagai areas 

 

 
Koch 
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1.5 Linguistic affiliation 

Gangai (Surjapuri) is classified as in Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, 

Eastern, Bihari, language. However, we could not find the genetic classification of the 

Koch language, which is very much similar to Rajbansi. Yadava (2003) include 

Koche within the Rajbansi. 

The Indo-Aryan languages spoken in Nepal can be genetically subcategorized in the 

following diagram. 

 

Source: Yadava, Y.P. (2003) 'Language' in Population Monograph 

1.6 Purpose and goals 

The main purpose of this study is to present the sociolinguistic situation of the Koch 

and Gangai (Surjapuri) languages which have been categorized as Indo-Aryan 

languages of Nepal. The specific goals/objectives of the study are as follows:  

a) To  assess  domains of language use the mother tongue proficiency and extent 

of community bi/multilingualism of these speech communities;  

b) To look at  the vitality of the  language by investigating the patterns of 

language use  in certain domains;  

c) To evaluate  the  language maintenance and the  attitudes of the speakers  

towards their languages; and  

  R
a

jb
an

si 
 (In

clud
ing

 K
och

e
) 
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d) To gather information regarding the resources and language development for 

the implementation of mother-tongue based multilingual education in Koch 

and Gangai (Surjapuri); 

e) To examine the dialectal variation by assessing the levels of lexical similarity 

among the selected varieties in the languages. 

1.7 Organization of the report 

This survey report is organized into nine chapters. Chapter 1 is the introductory one 

that presents general background information about the language including the 

purpose and goals of the study. In chapter 2, we deal with the methodology used in 

the survey. In chapter 3, we look at the mother tongue proficiency and 

bi/multilingualism in Koch and Gangai. Chapter 4 deals with the domains of language 

use. In chapter 5, we look at language vitality, transmission and maintenance. 

Similarly, chapter 6 deals with language attitudes, and chapter 7 deals with language 

resources and development in Koch and Gangai. In chapter 8, we look at dialectal 

variation and lexical similarity among the key points in these speech communities. In 

chapter 9, we present the summary of the findings and recommendations. The annex 

includes sociolinguistic questionnaire A, B, and C; and wordlists. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

2.0 Outline 

In this chapter we present the research methodology employed in this survey in detail. 

It consists of three sections. Section 2.1 deals with a brief overview of the major goals 

of the survey, the research methods/tools used in the survey. It also deals with a brief 

description of the methods/tools including the major focus of the tools in the survey. 

In section 2.2, we discuss the different types of research tools, their basic 

characteristics, and the ways they were employed in the survey. Similarly, section 2.3 

deals with the limitations of this survey.  

2.1 Overview 

This survey has used three different methods/ tools in order to fulfill its goals. The 

methods/ tools consist of Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (SLQ), Wordlist Comparisons 

(WLC), and Participatory Method (PM). The Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (SLQ) 

consists of three sets: Sociolinguistic Questionnaire A, Sociolinguistic Questionnaire 

B and Sociolinguistic Questionnaire C. Participatory Method (PM) comprises four 

tools: Domains of Language Use (DLU), Bilingualism (BLM), Dialect Mapping 

(DLM) and Appreciative Inquiry (ACI). Table 2.1 presents the major goals of the 

survey, the research methods / tools used, a brief description of the methods/tools 

including the major focus of the tools in the survey.  

Table 2.1: Overview of the major survey goals, research methods/tools including 

the major focus of the tools 

 Goals of the survey  Research 
methods/ tools 

Brief 
description 

Focus of the 
methods/tools  

1.1  To examine the 
patterns of language 
use in certain 
domains, language 
attitudes, and  
language vitality, 
language 
maintenance,  

Sociolinguistic 
Questionnaires 
(SLQ) 

Consisting of 
three sets: A, B 
and C 

 

Sociolinguistic 
Questionnaires- 
A 

 (SLQ A) 

80 questions  to 
be administered 
on individual of 
different age 
groups, sex and 

• Language 
resources 

• Mother-tongue 
proficiency and 
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mother-tongue 
proficiency and 
multilingualism, 
and  language 
resources in Koch 
and Gangai 
(Surjapuri) 

literacy in at 
least five points 
including the 
core point 

multilingualism 

• Domain of 
language use 

• Language vitality 

• Language 
maintenance 

• Language 
attitudes 

Sociolinguistic 
Questionnaires-
B 

(SLQ B) 

The four tools: 
DLU , BLM, 
DLM and ACI  
be  used in  a 
group of   at least   
eight to twelve 
participants of 
mixed category  

• Domain of 
language use 

• Dialect mapping 

• Multilingualism  

• Appreciative 
enquiry 

Sociolinguistic 
Questionnaires- 
C 

(SLQ C) 

21 questions  to 
be administered 
on language 
activist or village 
head 

• Language 
attitudes 

• Language 
maintenance 

• Language vitality 

• Language 
development 

1.2 To assess the levels 
of lexical similarity 
among the selected 
varieties in the 
languages; 

Wordlist 
Comparisons 
(WLC) 

Lexical 
comparison of 
210 words 

Lexical variation 
among selected  
varieties in the 
language 

2.2 Research methods/tools 

2.2.1 Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (SLQ) 

Three sets of sociolinguistic questionnaires have been employed in this survey to 

collect sociolinguistic information of the Koch and Gangai languages. 
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(a) Sociolinguistic Questionnaire A (SLQ A) 

Sociolinguistic Questionnaire A, consisting of eighty questions, is intended to be 

administered to the individuals of the speech community. The main purpose of this set 

is to gather information from the individuals about the language resources, mother-

tongue proficiency and multilingualism, domain of language use, language vitality, 

language maintenance and their language attitudes. The opinions from the individuals 

are often influenced by factors such as location, education, age and sex. Prior to the 

administration of this set, first, three points of the Gangai (Surjapuri) speaking areas 

and two points of the Koch speaking areas were selected on the basis of pre-

information about these speech communities. These survey points are Rajgadh-4 and 

6; Jhapabazar, Kumarkhod-9 of Jhapa district; and Kathari-6, of Morang district for 

the study of Gangai language and Bilaitibari, Kumarkhod-1 and Kunjibari, 

Mahabhara-3 of Jhapa district for the study of the Koch language. 

Secondly, the individuals were chosen from different categories of sex, age and 

educational background from each survey point.1 Figure 2.1 presents a model for 

sampling of informants from each point in these speech communities.  

Figure 2.1: Sampling model of the informants in the survey 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

A1= 15-29, A2= 30-59, A3= 60 and above, L= Literate, IL= Illiterate 

                                                 
1 For the purpose of the survey, the age range of the informants has been categorized into three sets: 

15-29 (A1), 30- 59(A2) and 60 and above (A3).  

 

Male Female 

Sampling model of informants in survey 

A2 A3 A1 

IL  L 

A2 A3 A1 

IL  L IL  L IL  L IL  L IL  L 
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Table 2.2: Checklist for Sociolinguistic questionnaire A 

Checklist for Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (SLQ) A 

Male Female 

A1 A2 A3 A1 A2 A3 

L IL L IL L IL L IL L IL L IL 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

A1= 15-29, A2= 30-59, A3= 60 and above, L= Literate, IL= Illiterate 

Following the sampling model to the maximum, at least 12 informants were selected 

age ranging 15-29 (A1), 30- 59(A2), and 60 and above (A3) with their sex and 

educational background in each survey point.  The questions were asked by the 

administrators in Nepali to the informants and the answers given by the informants 

were recorded in the questionnaire in Nepali. After the data collection, the answers 

were counted manually and analyzed for general patterns and trends that would 

contribute to fulfilling the research goals. 

(b) Sociolinguistic Questionnaire B (SLQ B) 

We have used a set of four participatory tools with the groups of Ganagai (Surjapuri) 

participants of three survey points and Koch participants of two survey points. The 

tools include Domains of Language Use (DLU), Bilingualism (BLM), Dialect 

Mapping (DLM) and Appreciative Inquiry (ACI).  The main purpose of these tools is 

to help the speech communities to think about the dialects of these languages, how 

bilingual these people are, in which situations they use their mother tongue, and what 

their dreams and aspirations are for their languages. 

In the questionnaire, each tool is equipped with well-written step-by-step procedures 

for the facilitators in the group. There are four criteria for the successful 

implementation of the participatory tools: 

a) The group must consist of eight to twelve participants of mixed category of 

the speech community. Furthermore, it is desirable that there be several 
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women and men in each group having of all ages (15 years and older) in the 

group with several older, middle aged and younger participants. 

b) The participant must belong to the target mother tongue and at least, one 

parent of his/her must be from the target language. 

c) The participants must be grown up in the survey point and must have lived 

here now. If s/he has lived elsewhere it should not be more than five years and 

s/he must have lived in the village for the past five years.  

Each tool involves the members of the speech community in group discussion on the 

sociolinguistic situation of their language. The purpose and procedure of each tool are 

discussed in short below. 

(i) Domains of language use 

We used the domains of language use tool in order to help the Koch and Gangai 

speakers to think and visualize the languages which they speak in various situations. 

In this tool, the language participants discussed and thought about the situations in 

which they use Nepali, the language of wider communication (LWC) and wrote them 

on pieces of paper. Then they wrote down the situations in which they use their 

mother tongue, and the situations in which they use both Nepali and their mother 

tongues. After that, they were asked to place the labels Nepali; Koch and/or Gangai; 

and both LWC i.e. Nepali and mother tongues (Koch and/or Gangai). Then, they were 

asked to organize the labels in each category according to the situations which 

occurred daily and those occurred less than often. The participants concluded by 

discussing if they would like to use each language in any other situations.    

(ii) Dialect mapping (DLM) 

The main purpose of dialect mapping tool is to help the community members to think 

and visualize the different varieties of Koch and Gangai. Participants in the group of 

8-12 were asked to write on a separate sheet of paper the name of each village/VDC 

and district where their mother tongue is spoken and placed them on the floor to 

present the geographical location. Then they were asked to use two loops of string to 

show which districts or towns spoke the same as others. Next, they used the number 

to show the ranking from easier to understand to most difficult. They were advised to 

use colored plastic tokens to mark those they understand very well, average and 

poorly.    
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(iii) Bi/multilingualism 

We used this tool to help the community members to think and visualize the levels of 

fluency in both their mother tongue and Nepali by different subsets of their speech 

communities. The participants were asked to use two overlapping circles, one 

representing the Koch and Gangai people who speak their mother tongue well and the 

people who speak Nepali, the language of wider communication, well. The 

overlapped area represents those who speak both the languages i.e. LWC and mother 

tongue well. Then the participants were advised to write down the names of 

subgroups of people that speak Nepali well. For each group they also discussed 

whether they also speak their mother tongue well or not so well. Then they were 

asked to place them in the appropriate location in circles. After having done this they 

were advised to write down the names of the subgroups of Koch/Gangai speakers who 

speak their mother tongue well. At the end, they discussed which of the three circle 

sections had the most people, which was increasing and how they felt about that. 

(iv) Appreciative inquiry 

This tool was used to gather information about the dreams and aspirations for the 

languages the Koch and Gangai community members have in different survey points. 

In this tool, the participants were asked to describe things that made them feel happy 

or proud about their language and culture. Then they were asked to express the 

dreams about how they could make their language and culture even better. They were 

advised to categorize the dreams from the easiest to the most difficult, specify which 

ones were most important and to choose a few to start on developing plans such as 

who else should be involved, what the first step should be and what resources they 

needed. 

Hasselbring (2009 as cited in Regmi 2011: 21) points out that the first three tools 

helped the participants to verbalize things they already knew intuitively about their 

language whereas this tool helped them to think about future possibilities. 

(c) Sociolinguistic Questionnaire C (SLQ C) 

This set contains 21 questions to be administered on language activist or village head. 

The main purpose of this set of questions is to assess the language maintenance, 

language vitality and their attitudes towards their languages and their readiness for 
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language development. This set was administered to at least two participants in each 

survey point in Koch and Gangai (Surjapuri) speech communities. 

2.2.2 Wordlist  

The basic wordlist contains 210 items. The main purpose of this wordlist is to 

determine the thresholds of lexical similarity uniting groups of languages and dialects 

at various percentage levels on the basis of standard wordlists elicited from the 

mother tongue Koch and Ganagai speakers. The results have been presented in a table 

which illustrates the relative linguistic distances among various speech communities, 

and lexical differences have been compared in an exhaustive matrix of pairs. 

From each survey point, at least two informants were chosen as the wordlist source.  

In the selection, those speakers were selected who were  born in the village or in the 

near vicinity, had to speak these languages as his/her mother tongue and should not 

have lived outside the village for extended periods of time. 

For each item on the wordlist, the researcher elicited, in Nepali, the local mother 

tongue word from a mother tongue Koch and Gangai speaker. The responses were 

transcribed using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Afterwards, the words 

were entered into the computer software popularly known as Wordsurv (word survey) 

and the lexical items were compared in order to determine similarities and differences 

among the varieties sampled. This tool provides an initial indication of possible 

dialect groupings in these languages.  

2.3 Limitations 

This study is limited to only sociolinguistic study of the Koch and Ganagai languages. 

For this study only five survey points from Jhapa and Morang districts, two survey 

points for Koch and three survey points for Gangai are selected. Only 12 

sociolinguistic questionnaires A (SLQ A) are administrated in each point. Similarly, 

four SLQ B and two SLQ C and two wordlists are administrated in each survey point.  
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CHAPTER 3 

MOTHER TONGUE PROFICIENCY AND BI/MULTILINGUALISM 

3.0 Outline 

This chapter deals with mother tongue proficiency and bi/multilingualism in general. 

It consists of five sections. Section 3.1 discusses mother tongue proficiency in Koch 

and Gangai. In section 3.2, we discuss bi/multilingualism and bi/multilingualism in 

the Koch and Gangai languages and bi/multilingualism in the children of these speech 

communities. Similarly, section 3.3 deals with the levels of understanding of Nepali 

in school. Likewise, section 3.4 discusses the use of participatory tool for 

bilingualism, and in section 3.5, we present the summary of this chapter. 

3.1 Mother tongue proficiency 

Multilingualism is a common phenomenon in Koch and Gangai speech communities. 

Table 3.1 presents the situation of mother tongue proficiency in speaking, reading and 

writing in Koch and Gangai languages. 

Table 3.1: Mother tongue proficiency in speaking, reading and writing 

Speaking (N=60) Reading and writing (N=25) 

Degrees Male (n=30) Female (n=30) Male (n=19) Female (n=14) 

Very well 30 (100%) 30 (100%) 9 (47%) 7 (50%) 

Average -  - 6 (32%) 4 (29%) 

Only a little - - 4 (21%) 3 (21%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 3.1 shows that all the members of Koch and Gangai language communities are 

very much fluent in speaking their mother tongue. On the other hand, only 47% 

literate males and 50% literate females are of these speech communities are very good 

in reading and writing their languages. Similarly, 32% literate males and 29% literate 

females do average reading and writing in their mother tongues while very few i.e., 

21% both males and females literate speakers can read and write in their languages 

only a little. 
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3.2 Bi/multilingualism 

Bilingualism is the ability to speak and to understand a second language. It is usually 

in a language of national or regional importance. It is the result of either formal or 

informal exposure to another language; this is nearly always uneven in a community. 

Thus, in any community, different individuals and sections of the community are 

bilingual to different degrees. Bilingualism arises from the simple fact that people of 

widely different backgrounds need and want to communicate with each other. Nepal 

has been referred to as a "flower garden" of linguistic and cultural diversity. People 

from different ethnic groups acquire second and third languages to communicate with 

each other. Furthermore, education and religion commonly provide exposure to 

Nepali. Knowledge of Nepali is vital for the advancement of the people and their 

integration into national life. Bilingualism is often dependent on such factors as age, 

sex, education, and frequency of contact with speakers of other languages. Therefore, 

the bilingual ability of one person does not tell us much about the ability of others in a 

community. 

3.2.1 Bi/multilingualism in Koch and Gangai 

Both the Koch and Gangai are multilingual speech communities. Koch and Gangai 

people speak a number of languages. Table 3.2 presents the situation of bilingualism 

in Koch and Gangai speech communities. 

Table 3.2: Bilingualism in Koch and Ganagai speech communities 

 

Languages  

No. of speakers 

 Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Mother tongue 30 (100%) 30 (100%) 

Nepali 27 (90%) 24 (80%) 

Hindi 27 (90%) 20 (67%) 

Rajbansi  21 (70%) 18 (60%) 

Maithili 17 (57%) 15 (50%) 

English 5 (17%) 2 (7%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 
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Table 3.2 shows that all the respondents of Koch and Gangai community speak their 

own mother tongue and most of them are at least bilingual in Nepali and/or Hindi 

languages. Out of the total respondents 90% male speakers are bilingual in Nepali and 

Hindi languages. Similarly, 70%, 57%, and 17% male speakers are bilingual in 

Rajbanshi, Maithili, and English languages respectively. Likewise, 80%, 67%, 60%, 

50%, and 7% female speakers are bilingual in Nepali, Hindi, Rajbangsi, Maithili and 

English languages, respectively.  

4.2.2 Bi/multilingualism in Koch and Gangai families 

As mentioned in 3.2.1 above, most of the Koch and Gangai speakers are bilingual as 

well as multilingual, their family members also seem to be bilingual in different 

languages. Table 3.3 presents the bi/multilingualism in Koch and Gangai family 

members. 

Table 3.3: Other languages known to family members by sex 

N=60 Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Languages Father Mother Wife Father Mother Husband 

Nepali 22 (73%) 16 (53%) 20 (67%) 20 (67%) 12 (40%) 27 (90%) 

Hindi 18 (60%) 7 (23%) 12 (40%) 17 (57%) 8 (27%) 24 (80%) 

Rajbansi 14 (47%) 12 (40%) 15 (50%) 16 (53%) 13 (43%) 18 (60%) 

Maithili 7 (23%) 6 (20%) 8 (27%) 6 (20%) 5 (17%) 7 (23%) 

English 1 (3%) - 1 (3%) 1 (3%) - 2 (7%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 3.3 shows that out of 30 male respondents 73%, 60%, and 43%’s fathers are 

bilingual in Nepali, Hindi, and Rajbansi languages respectively. Similarly, 23%’s and 

3%’s fathers are bilingual in Maithili and English languages respectively. In the same 

way, out of the total male respondents 53%, 23%, 40%, and 20’s mothers are 

bilingual in the Nepali, Hindi, Rajbansi, and Maithili languages, respectively. 

Likewise, 67%, 40%, 50%, 27%, and 3% wives are bilingual in Nepali, Hindi, 

Rajbansi, Maithili and English languages, respectively.  

Table 3.3 also shows that out of 30 female respondents 67%, 57%, 53%, 20%, and 

3%’s fathers are bilingual in Nepali, Hindi, Rajbansi, Maithili, and English languages 
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respectively. Similarly, 40%, 27%, 43%, and 17% mothers are bilingual in Nepali, 

Hindi, Rajbansi, and Maithili languages respectively. In the same way, 90%, 80%, 

60%, 23%, and 7% female respondent’s husbands are bilingual in Nepali, Hindi, 

Rajbansi, Maithili, and English languages, respectively. From this analysis we can 

conclude that majority of Koch and Gangai families are bilingual as well as 

multilingual. Most of them are bilingual in Nepali, Hindi, and Rajbansi languages. 

3.2.3 Bi/multilingualism in Koch and Gangai children 

Koch and Gangai are multilingual speech communities. As these speech communities 

are multilingual, most of the children in these communities are multilingual as well; 

they speak a number of languages. They are bilingual in Nepali, Hindi, Rajbansi, 

Maithili, and English languages. Table 3.4 presents bi/multilingualism in Kokch and 

Gangai speech communities. 

Table 3.4: Other languages known to Koch and Gangai children 

N=60 Male (n=30) Female (n=30) Where learnt? 

Nepali 26 (87%) 24 (80%) Schools, colleges, in towns, cities 

Hindi 17 (57%) 14 (47%) Local markets, India, watching 
Hindi movies and televisions 

Rajbansi 16 (53%) 12 (40%) In the society 

Maithili 6 (20%) 4 (13%) In the society 

English 6 (20%) 3 (10%) School, colleges 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 3.4 shows that majority of Koch and Gangai children are bilingual in Nepali 

Hindi, and Rajbansi languages. Out of 30 male respondents 87%, 57%, and 53%’s 

children are bi/multilingual in Nepali, Hindi, and Rajbansi languages; and 20%’s 

children are bilingual in Maithili and English languages. Similarly, out of the total 

female respondents 80%, 47%, 40%, 13%, and 10%’s children are bi/multilingual in 

Nepali, Hindi, Rajbansi, Maithili, and English languages.  

Most of them learned Nepali in schools, colleges, in towns and cities. Similarly, they 

learned Hindi in local markets, in India, and by watching Hindi movies and 
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televisions. They learnt Rajbansi and Maithili languages in their societies. Likewise 

they learnt English in school and colleges. 

3.3 Levels of understanding of Nepali in school 

Most of the Koch and Gangai children learn Nepali in their schools and colleges; they 

do have difficulties in understanding Nepali when they first go to school. Table 3.5 

presents the levels of understanding of Nepali when a small child first goes to school. 

Table 3.5: Levels of understanding of Nepali when a child first goes to school 

N= 60 Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Understand all 6 (20%) 4 (13%) 

Understand a little bit 20 (67%) 24 (80%) 

Do not understand at all 4 (13%) 2 (7%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 3.5 shows that only a few Koch and Gangai children do not understand 

everything his/her Nepali speaking teacher says when they first go to school. Most of 

the Koch and Gangai children understand a little bit his/her Nepali speaking teacher 

says as 67% males and 80% females responded like this. Similarly, 13% males and 

7% females responded that their children do not understand at all his/her Nepali 

speaking teachers say in the classroom when they first go to school. 

It can be concluded that majority of children do not understand at all of his/her Nepali 

speaking teacher when s/he first goes to school. Since, most of the Koch and Gangai 

use their own mother tongue at home; their children are use only a little bit Nepali in 

the society before going to school. Therefore, they face difficulty when they first go to 

school. It shows that there is the need of mother tongue based multilingual education 

(MLE). Figure 3.1 presents it more clearly.  
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There have been three common findings from this participatory method: 

1. There are no monolingual in Koch and Gangai communities except some old 

female speakers.  

2. Koch and Gangai speakers who are not going outside the village, women, and 

elderly people speak the mother tongue better than Nepali, an LWC. 

3. School going children, educated people, leaders of the community, businessmen, 

teachers, and students of these speech communities are bilingual in Nepali and 

Hindi languages.  

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we have discussed mother tongue proficiency and bi/multilingual of 

the Koch and Gangai mother tongue speakers. All the members of Koch and Gangai 

speech communities are very much fluent in speaking their mother tongue. Similarly, 

all the respondents of Koch and Gangai communities speak their own mother tongue 

and most of them are at least bilingual in Nepali and/or Hindi languages. Most of the 

family members of Koch and Gangai communities are bilingual in Nepali, Hindi, and 

Rajbansi languages. Most of the Koch and Gangai children learned Nepali in schools, 

colleges, in towns and cities. Similarly, they learned Hindi in local markets, in India, 

and by watching Hindi movies and televisions. They learnt Rajbansi and Maithili 

languages in their societies. Likewise they learnt English in school and colleges. 

Similarly, majority of Koch and Gangai children do not understand at all of his/her 

Nepali speaking teacher when s/he first goes to school. Since, most of the Koch and 

Gangai use their own mother tongue at home; their children use only a little bit Nepali 

in the society before going to school. Therefore, they face difficulty when they first go 

to school. It shows that there is the need of mother tongue based multilingual 

education (MLE). There are no monolingual in Koch and Gangai communities except 

some old female speakers. Koch and Gangai speakers who are not going outside the 

village, women, and elderly people speak the mother tongue better than Nepali, an 

LWC. Similarly, school going children, educated people, leaders of the community, 

businessmen, teachers, and students of these speech communities are bilingual in 

Nepali and Hindi languages.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DOMAINS OF LANGUAGE USE 

4.0 Outline 

This chapter deals with the domains of language use in the Koch and Gangai 

languages in general. It consists of eight sections. In section 4.1, we have discussed 

language use in common domains. Similarly, section 4.2 deals with the language use 

in educational and social matters and section 4.3 presents the use of languages in 

letter writing. In section 4.4, we have discussed about the languages used outside the 

home and in section 4.5, the languages used for invitation. Similarly, section 4.6 deals 

with language use in minutes writing, section 4.7 with frequency in the use of Koch 

and Gangai languages, and in section 4.8, we present the summary of the chapter. 

4.1 Domains of language use 

Koch and Gangai languages are used in different domains of language use such as 

counting, singing, joking, bargaining/ shopping/ marketing, storytelling, 

discussing/debate, praying, quarreling, abusing, telling stories to children, singing at 

home, family gathering, and village meeting. Table 4.1 presents the domains of 

language use of Koch and Gangai languages based on the data provided by the male 

informants in the key survey points. 
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Table 4.1: Languages most frequently used in different domains by male 

 
Domains 

Male (n=30)  

MT Nepali Both Hindi R+MT 

Counting 24 (80%) 4 (13%) 2 (7%) - - 

Singing 21 (70%) 1 (3%) 2 (7%)  6 (20%) - 

Joking 24 (80%) 2 (7%) 1 (3%) 3 (10%) - 

Bargaining/ Shopping/ Marketing 21 (70%) 4 (13%) 2 (7%) - - 

Story telling 24 (80%) - 6 (20%) - - 

Discussing/ Debate 24 (80%) - 6 (20%) - - 

Praying 27 (90%) 3 (10%) - - - 

Quarrelling 27 (90%) 1 (3%) - 2 (7%) - 

Abusing  27 (90%) 1 (3%) - 2 (7%) - 

Telling stories to children 27 (90%) 1 (3%) - 2 (7%) - 

Singing at home 27 (90%) 1 (3%) - 2 (7%) - 

Family gatherings 27 (90%) 1 (3%) 2 (7%) - - 

Village meetings 21 (80%) 1 (3%) - - 8 (17%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

MT= Mother tongue, R= Rajbangsi  

Table 4.1 shows that most of the Koch and Gangai speakers use their mother tongue 

in different domains of language use such as in counting, singing, joking, bargaining/ 

shopping/ marketing, storytelling, discussing/ debate, praying, quarrelling, abusing, 

telling stories to children, singing at home, family gatherings, and village meetings 

respectively. Only a few speakers use Nepali, the language of wider communication 

in these domains. Similarly some speakers of these speech communities use both 

Nepali and the MT in some domains i.e. in counting singing, joking, bargaining/ 

shopping/ marketing, storytelling, discussing/ debate, and village meeting. The data 

also show that 20% and 10% male speakers use Hindi singing and joking 

respectively; and 7% use Hindi in quarrelling, abusing, telling stories to children, and 
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singing at home. Only 17% male respondents of these speech communities responded 

that they use both the mother tongue and Rajbangsi in village meetings. 

Similarly, table 4.2 presents the domains of language use of Koch and Gangai 

languages based on the data provided by the female informants in the key survey 

points. 

Table 4.2: Languages most frequently used in different domains by female 

 
Domains 

Female (n=30) 

MT Nepali Both Hindi MT+R 

Counting 21 (70%) 6 (20%) 3 (10%) - - 

Singing 21 (70%) - 3 (10%) 6 (20%) - 

Joking 29 (97%) - 1 (3%) - - 

Bargaining/ Shopping/ Marketing 24 (80%) - 6 (20%) - - 

Story telling 28 (93%) - 2 (7%) - - 

Discussing/ Debate 28 (93%) - 2 (7%) - - 

Praying 30 (100%) - - - - 

Quarrelling 28 (93%) - 2 (7%) - - 

Abusing  28 (93%) - 2 (7%) - - 

Telling stories to children 30 (100%) - - - - 

Singing at home 30 (100%) - - - - 

Family gatherings 30 (100%) - - - - 

Village meetings 21 (70%) - 3 (10%) - 6 (20%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

MT= Mother tongue, R= Rajbangsi  

Table 4.2 shows that most of the female speakers of Koch and Gangai speech 

communities use their mother tongue, in bargaining/shopping/marketing, storytelling, 

discussing/debate, praying, quarrelling, abusing, telling stories to children, singing at 

home, and family gatherings. Out of the total female respondents, 70% of them use 

their mother tongue in counting, singing and in village meeting; 97% use their mother 

tongue in joking; and 80% use their mother tongue in bargaining/shopping/marketing. 
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Similarly, 93% female speakers use their mother tongue in storytelling, 

discussion/debate, quarrelling, and abusing; and all the female respondents use only 

their mother tongue in praying, telling stories to their children, singing at their home 

and in family gathering. 

Only 20% female respondents use Nepali, the language of wider communication 

(LWC), in counting and only 10% use both mother tongue and Nepali in counting, 

singing and in village meetings. Similarly, 7% female respondents use both the 

languages in storytelling, discussing/debate, quarrelling, and abusing; 20% use both 

the languages in bargaining/shopping/marketing, and only 3% of them use both the 

languages in joking. Similarly, 20% female respondents use Hindi; and mother tongue 

and Rajbangsi in singing and village meetings respectively. 

4.2 Language used in educational and social matters 

Most of the Koch and Gangai speakers use only their mother tongue with their family 

members while discussing educational matters. Table 4.3 presents the situation of 

language use discussing the educational matters with the family members in Koch and 

Gangai community. 

Table: 4.3 Use of languages while talking about educational matters 

N=60 Educational matters 

 Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

 Mother tongue Nepali Mother tongue  Nepali 

Grandfather 23 (77%) - 21 (70%) - 

Grandmother 23 (77%) - 21 (70%) - 

Father 27 (90%) - 28 (93%) - 

Mother 27 (90%) - 28 (93%) - 

Spouse 26 (87%) - 26 (87%) 1 (3%) 

Children 22 (73%) 2 (7%) 25 (83%) 1 (3%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 4.3 shows that out of the total male respondents 77% responded that they use 

their own mother tongue with their grandparents and 90% use their own mother 
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tongue Koch and/or Gangai with their parents while discussing educational matters. 

Similarly, 90% said that they use their mother tongue with their spouse and 73% use 

their mother tongue with their children while discussing educational matters. Only 7% 

male speakers responded that they use Nepali while talking to their children.  

Similarly, out of the total female respondents, 70% and 93% respondents responded 

that they use their mother tongue, with their grandparents and parents respectively 

while discussing educational matters.  In the same way, 87% and 83% female 

speakers use their mother tongue, Koch and/or Gangai, with their spouse and children 

respectively while discussing educational matters. Only 3% female speakers use 

Nepali with their spouse and children.  

The same is the case in talking about family matters and social matters with their 

family members. Table 4.4 presents the situation of language use discussing about 

family and social matters with the family members in Koch and Gangai communities. 

Table: 4.4: Use of languages while talking about family and social matters 

N=60 Family matters and social matters 

Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Family members Mother tongue  Nepali Mother tongue Nepali 

Grandfather 25 (83%) - 23 (77%) - 

Grandmother 25 (83%) - 23 (77%) - 

Father 27 (90%) - 28 (93%) - 

Mother 27 (90%) - 28 (93%) - 

Spouse 24 (80%) - 26 (87%) 1 (3%) 

Children 24 (80%) 1 (3%) 26 (87%) 1 (3%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 4.4 shows that most of the Koch and Gangai speakers use only their mother 

tongue while talking to their family members about family matters and social matters. 

Out of the total respondents of Koch and Gangai speech communities 83% and 90% 

male respondents use only their mother tongue with their grandparents and parents 

respectively. Similarly, 80% male respondents use only their mother tongue with their 
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spouse and children while discussing family matters and social matters. Only 3% 

male speakers use Nepali, the language of wider communication with their children. 

 Similarly, out of the total female respondents of Koch and Gangai speech 

communities 77% and 93% use only their mother tongue with their grandparents and 

parents while discussing family matters and social matters. Likewise, 87% female 

respondents use only their mother tongue with their spouse and children while 

discussing family matters and social matters. Similarly, only 3% female speakers use 

Nepali, the language of wider communication with their spouse and children while 

talking about family matters and social matters. It is clear that most of the Koch and 

Gangai speakers use their own mother tongue while talking about education, family, 

and social matters to their family members. 

4.3 Languages used in letter writing 

Since the literacy rate in reading and writing in mother tongue is very poor (as 

mentioned in Table 3.1), majority of speakers use Nepali in letter writing to their 

family members. Table 4.5 presents the use of languages in letter writing by the 

respondents of Koch and Gangai speech communities. 

Table 4.5: Use of languages in letter writing by sex 

N=60 Family matters and social matters 

 Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

 Mother tongue Nepali Mother tongue Nepali 

Grandfather 6 (20%) 18 (60%) 4 (13%) 21 (70%) 

Grandmother 6 (20%) 18 (60%) 4 (13%) 21 (70%) 

Father 4 (13%) 20 (67%) 3 (10%) 18 (60%) 

Mother 4 (13%) 20 (67%) 3 (10%) 18 (60%) 

Spouse 2 (7%) 22 (73%) 2 (7%) 24 (80%) 

Children 2 (7%) 21 (70%) 2 (7%) 24 (80%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 4.5 shows that out of 30 male respondents only 20% use their mother tongues 

while writing letters to their grandparents, 13% use their mother tongues while 
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writing letters to their parents and 7% use their mother tongues while writing letters to 

their spouse and children. Similarly, most of the male respondents of Koch and 

Gangai speech communities use Nepali, the language of wider communication in 

writing letters to their family members. Likewise, only a few female respondents of 

Koch and Gangai speech communities use their mother tongues in letter writing to 

their family members whereas most of the female speakers of the Koch and Gangai 

communities use the Nepali language in letter writing to their family members.  

4.4 Languages used outside the home 

This subsection deals with the languages used outside the home: with friends, with 

neighbors and in school by Koch and Gangai children. As most of the Koch and 

Gangai speakers are bi/multilingual, their children also use their mother tongues, 

Koch and Gangai; Nepali; both mother tongue and Nepali and English languages 

outside the home. Table 4.6 presents the languages Koch and Gangai children usually 

speak while playing with friends, talking with neighbors and in school. 

Table 4.6: Languages Koch and Gangai children use outside home 

N=60 Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Languages With 
friends 

With 
neighbors 

In school With 
friends 

With 
neighbors 

In School 

Mother tongues 20 (87%) 24 (80%) 8 (27%) 21 (70%) 21 (70%) 6 (20%) 

Nepali 4 (13%) 2 (7%) 16 (53%) 2 (7%) 2 (7%) 18 (60%) 

Both MT and 
Nepali 

6 (20%) 4 (13%) 3 (10%) 7 (23%) 7 (23%) 2 (7%) 

English - - 3 (10%) - - 4 (13%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 4.6 shows that most of the respondents said that their children use their mother 

tongues, Koch and/or Gangai, while playing with their friends and talking with their 

neighbors. Only a few speakers use Nepali, the language of wider communication, 

and both mother tongues and Nepali languages while playing with their friends and 

talking with their neighbors. Similarly, only 27% male and 20% female respondents 

said that their children use their mother tongues in school whereas most of the Koch 

and Gangai children use Nepali in the school. Similarly, only a few children of Koch 
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and Gangai speech communities use both their mother tongue and Nepali, and English 

languages in school. It is clear that mother tongue is rarely used in school and most of 

the Koch and Gangai children use their mother tongue with their friends and 

neighbors. In teaching and learning, Nepali, the official language, is in practice and 

only a few children learn in English medium schools as well. 

4.5 Languages of invitation and minute writing 

Most of the members of Koch and Gangai speech communities use their own mother 

tongue, in different rites and rituals. The same is the case in marriage invitations. 

Table 4.7 presents the languages used by Koch and Gangai speakers for writing 

marriage invitations. 

Table 4.7: Languages used for marriage invitations 

N= 60 Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Mother tongue 16 (53%) 24 (80%) 

Nepali 5 (17%) 2 (7%) 

Both MT and Nepali 4 (13%) 3 (10%) 

Hindi 5 (17%) 1 (3%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 4.7 shows that most of the Koch and Gangai people use their own mother 

tongue for marriage invitations as 53% male and 80% female respondents said that 

they use their own mother tongues for marriage invitations. Similarly, 17% males and 

7% female responded that they use Nepali for marriage invitations.  In the same way, 

13% males and 10% females said that they use both their mother tongues and Nepali 

languages; and only 17% male and 3% female respondents said that they use Hindi 

language for marriage invitations. This shows that there is the dominance of mother 

tongues in social rites and rituals. This analysis can also be shown through Figure 4.1. 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 4.1:

Since the official language of the nation is Nepali, the documents which are written 

for official purposes and the documents which should be documented in the 

community offices are mostly written in Nepali. 
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Table 4.8: Languages of wider communication and their frequencies
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for official purposes and the documents which should be documented in the 
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communities use their mother tongue very frequently.

Koch and Gangai speech communities use their mother tongue daily. 
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their mother tongues. Table 4.8 presents the responses provided by the 

respondents about the languages of wider communication and their frequencies in key 

Languages of wider communication and their frequencies
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Table 4.8 shows that out of 30 male respondents 15 responded that they use Nepali as 

the language of wider communication, 8 respondents use both their mother tongues 

and Nepali, and 7 respondents use Hindi language as the languages of wider 

communication. Out of the total Nepali users 67% use it daily and 33% use it 

sometimes; and half of the MT and Nepali users use these languages daily and other 

half respondents use these languages sometimes. Similarly, out of the total Hindi 

users 43% use this language daily while 57% use it only sometimes. 

Similarly, out of the total i.e. 30 female respondents 13 said that they use Nepali, 12 

use both MT and Nepali, and 5 use Hindi as language of wider communication. Out 

of the total Nepali users 38% use it daily and 62% use it only sometimes. Similarly 

out of the total MT and Nepali users 50% use these languages daily and remaining 

50% use these languages sometimes. Similarly, out of the total Hindi users 20% use it 

daily and remaining 8% use it sometimes. 

Similarly, most of the Koch and Gangai speakers use Nepali and Hindi languages 

when the speakers of other languages visit at their home. Only a few speakers use 

their own mother tongues, both the MTs and Nepali, both MT and Hindi, and 

Rajbansi languages. 

4.7 Participatory methods 

In order to examine the domains of language use in the Koch and Gangai languages, 

domains of language use, a participatory tool to be used in a group of at least eight to 

twelve participants of mixed category, was administered in all the reference points of 

the survey in Koch and Gangai speech communities. The pictures of domains of 

language use tools used Jhapabazar, Kumarkhod-9, Jhapa; Bilaitibari, Kumarkhod-1, 

Jhapa; and Kunjibari, Mahabhara-3, Jhapa present the use of the languages in 

different situations, and with different types of people.  
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Photograph 4.1: Domains of language use in Gangai at Jhapabazar, Kumarkhod-9, Jhapa 

 

Photograph 4.2: Domains of language use in Koch at Kunjibari, Mahabhara-3, Jhapa 
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Photograph 4.3: Domains of language use in Koch at Bilaitibari, Kumarkhod-1, Jhapa 

The major findings from this participatory method are as follows: 

1. Koch and Gangai, the mother tongues, are used in the family, neighborhood, 

village, market, fair, quarreling, celebrating different rites and rituals, village 

meetings, local markets, in abusing, worship, joking, chanting, cultural 

programs, folklore, storytelling, ritual songs, marriage invitations, talking in 

telephone, in health post, discussion, debate, travelling, farming, etc. 
2. The Nepali language, language of wider communication (LWC), is used in 

the government offices, schools, writing letters, with the people from hill 

origin, in minute writing, hospitals, business, VDC offices, political 

programs, and in public speech. 

3.  Both, Koch and Gangai, the mother tongues, and Nepali, the language of 

wider communication (LWC), are used in School, telephoning, business, 

playing, discussion, village meetings, health posts, marketing, and in VDC 

offices. 
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4.8 Summary 

In this chapter, we have discussed domains of language use. Most of the Koch and 

Gangai speakers use their mother tongue in different domains of language use such as 

in counting, singing, joking, bargaining/ shopping/ marketing, storytelling, discussing/ 

debate, praying, quarrelling, abusing, telling stories to children, singing at home, 

family gatherings, and village meetings respectively. Only a few speakers use Nepali, 

the language of wider communication in these domains. Similarly, most of the Koch 

and Gangai respondents use their own mother tongue with their grandparents, parents, 

spouse, and children while discussing educational matters, family matters and social 

matters. Similarly, majority Koch and Gangai speakers use the Nepali language in 

letter writing to their family members. Most of the respondents said that their children 

use their mother tongues, Koch and/or Gangai, while playing with their friends and 

talking with their neighbors whereas in teaching and learning, Nepali, the official 

language, is in practice and only a few children learn in English medium schools as 

well.  

Similarly, there is the dominance of mother tongues in social rites and rituals. Since 

the official language of the nation is Nepali, the documents which are written for 

official purposes and the documents which should be documented in the community 

offices are mostly written in Nepali. Koch and Gangai speakers use Nepali, both 

mother tongues and Nepali, and Hindi language when the speakers of other languages 

visit at their home. Koch and Gangai, the mother tongues, are used in the family, 

neighborhood, village, market, fair, quarreling, celebrating different rites and rituals, 

village meetings, local markets, in abusing, worship, joking, chanting, cultural 

programs, folklore, storytelling, ritual songs, marriage invitations, talking in 

telephone, in health post, discussion, debate, travelling, farming, etc. Similarly, they 

use Nepali, the language of wider communication (LWC), is used in the government 

offices, schools, writing letters, with the people from hill origin, in minute writing, 

hospitals, business, VDC offices, political programs, and in public speech. Similarly, 

they use both MTs and LWC in School, telephoning, business, playing, discussion, 

village meetings, health posts, marketing, and in VDC offices. 
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CHAPTER 5 

LANGUAGE VITALITY, TRANSMISSION AND MAINTENANCE 

5.0 Outline 

This chapter deals with language vitality, transmission and maintenance in general. It 

consists of four sections. Section 5.1 deals with language vitality in Koch and Gangai 

speech communities. Similarly, in section 5.2, we present the transmission of the 

Koch and Gangai languages, and section 5.3 deals with language maintenance. 

Similarly, in section 5.4, we present the summary of this chapter.  

5.1 Language vitality  

In the Koch and Gangai speech communities, it is seen that all the speakers of these 

communities use their language as their mother tongues. Table 5.1 presents the data 

based on the responses related to language vitality provided by the informants in key 

survey points. 

Table 5.1: Language vitality in Koch and Gangai speech communities 

N=60 

Do all your children 
speak your mother 
tongue? 

Do young people speak 
your mother tongue as well 
as it ought to be spoken? 

What language do most 
parents in this village usually 
speak with their children?   

Yes No Yes No Mother tongue  Nepali 

56 (93%) 4 (7%) 48 (80%) 12 (20%) 56 (93%) 4 (7%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 5.1 shows that most of the respondents of Koch and Gangai speech 

communities responded that their children speak their mother tongue. Similarly, most 

of the young people of these speech communities speak their mother tongue as well as 

it out to be spoken. It also shows that most parents in these speech communities 

usually speak their mother tongue with their children. Likewise, only 7% respondents 

said that their children do not speak their mother tongue. Similarly only 20% 

respondents of the Koch and Gangai speech communities said that young people of 

their speech communities do not speak their mother tongue as well as it ought to be 

spoken. Similarly, only 7% respondents said that most of the parents in their villages 



 

usually speak Nepali with their children. 
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usually speak Nepali with their children. From this analysis we can conclude that 

there is very good vitality rate of Koch and Gangai languages. 

ransmission 

Regarding the language maintenance in the Koch and Gangai speech 

is seen that there is positive transmission of the language in the community. 

Koch and Gangai speech communities is satisfact

presents the situation of language maintenance on the key 

speech communities.  

: Intermarriage in Koch and Gangai speech communit

Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Yes No Yes No 

(23%) 23 (77%) 6 (20%) 24 (80%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (201
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Similarly, in response to the question “If there is inter-caste marriage in your 

community which other language groups have common marital relationship with your 

language group?” Table 5.3 presents the responses of the information provided in the 

key survey points. 

Table 5.3: Common marital relationship of Koch and Gangai speakers 

N= 60 Male (n=7) Female (n=6) 

Nepali 1 (14%) 1 (17%) 

Rajbansi 3 (43%) 3 (50%) 

Tajpuriya 1(14%) - 

Gangai 2 (29%) 2 (33%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 5.3 shows that out of 7 male respondents, who said that there is the practice of 

inter-caste marriage, 14%, 43%, 14%, and 29%, responded that they have the 

common marital relationship with Nepali, Rajbansi, Tajpuriya, and Gangai language 

groups respectively. Similarly, only 6 female respondents responded that there is the 

practice of inter-caste marriage in their society. Out of them 17%, 50%, and 33% said 

that they have the practice of inter-caste marriage with Nepali, Rajbansi, and Gangai 

language groups respectively.  

5.3 Language maintenance 

Koch and Gangai speakers have positive attitudes towards the maintenance of their 

language. They are eager to maintain the transmission and vitality of the language. In 

response to the question “Do you like your children learn/study in mother tongue?” 

Table 5.4 presents the responses of the Koch and Gangai speakers of the survey 

points.   

Table 5.4: Likeness of the children’s learning/studying in mother 

Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Yes No Yes No 

28 (93%) 2 (7%) 26 (87%) 4 (13%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 
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Table 5.4 shows that most of the respondents both male and female said that they like 

their children learn/study in their mother tongues. Only 7% male and 13% female 

respondents said that they do not like their children learn/study in their own mother 

tongue. It shows that they are very much positive towards the use of their language in 

teaching learning.  

Similarly, in response to the question “If schools are opened for teaching your 

language how you will support it?” the respondents have answered as presented in the 

Table 5.5. 

Table 5.5: The ways of supporting the mother tongue teaching schools 

N= 60 Male (n=30) Female (n= 30) 

By sending your children? 28 (93%) 18 (60%) 

By encouraging other people to send their children? 28 (93%) 18 (60%) 

By providing financial help? 18 (60%) 6 (20%) 

By teaching? 8 (27%) 1 (3%) 

By helping with the school? 28 (93%) 2 (7%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 5.5 shows that 93% male respondents of the Koch and Gangai speech 

communities said that they will support the mother tongue teaching schools by 

sending their children, by encouraging other people to send their children to the 

school, and by helping with the school if schools are opened for teaching their 

language. Similarly, 60% male respondents said that they will support the school by 

providing financial help to the school and 27% male respondents responded that they 

can support the school by teaching their mother tongue in the school. 

Similarly, 60% female respondents said that they can support the mother tongue 

schools by sending their children and by encouraging other people to send their 

children to the school. In the same way, 20% females responded that they will support 

the school by providing financial help. Similarly, only 3% and 7% female respondents 

are eager to support the mother tongue teaching school by teaching themselves and by 

helping with the school. From this analysis we can make a conclusion that Koch and 

Gangai speakers are very much positive towards the maintenance of their language. 



 

Figure 5.2 makes the ways of supporting mother tongue teaching schools 

clearer. 
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the ways of supporting mother tongue teaching schools 

The ways of supporting the mother tongue teaching schools

shows that Koch and Gangai speakers are positive for the

their language since they are ready to send their children to the mother tongue schools 

and also encouraging others to send their children. Similarly, they are also ready for 

financial support. Similarly, educated Koch and Gangai speakers c
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language since they are ready to send their children to the mother tongue schools and 

also encouraging others to send their children. Similarly, they are also ready for 

financial support and educated speakers are ready to teach their language themselves.  
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CHAPTER 6 

LANGUAGE ATTITUDES 

6.0 Outline 

This chapter deals with the attitude of the Koch and Gangai speakers towards their 

languages. It consists of eight sections. Section 6.1 deals with the feelings of the 

speakers towards their language. In section 6.2, we discuss the problem because of 

being a native speaker of their mother tongue and in section 6.3, feelings about 

children’s marriage with non-native speakers. Similarly, section 6.4 deals with 

grandchildren’s language and section 6.5 deals with the first language of the children. 

Similarly, in section 6.6, we deal with medium of instruction at primary level, and in 

section 6.7, we discuss the differences in the use of language between the present 

speakers and their grandparents. Similarly, in section 6.8, we present the summary of 

the chapter. 

6.1 Feeling of the speakers towards their language 

Most of the Koch and Gangai speakers have positive attitudes towards their 

languages. Similarly, regarding the language attitude Table 6.1 presents the feelings 

of the informants while speaking their mother tongues in the presence of the speakers 

of the dominant language. 

Table 6.1: Feeling of the informants while speaking the mother tongue in the 

presence of the speaker of the dominant language 

When you speak your mother tongue 
in the presence of the speaker of the 
dominant language what do you feel? 

Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Prestigious 8 (27%) 5 (17%) 

Embarrassed 5 (17%) 3 (10%) 

Neutral 17 (56%) 22 (73%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 6.1 shows that out of the total male respondents of Koch and Gangai 

communities, 27% feel prestigious while speaking their mother tongues in the 

presence of the speaker of the dominant language. Similarly, 17% feel embarrassed 



 

and 56% feel neither prestigious nor embarrassed while speaking the mother tongue

the presence of the speaker of the dominant language.

female respondents 17% feel prestigious, 10% feel embarrassed, and 73% feel neutral 

while speaking their mother tongue

language. It shows that 

their language. We can present it through the following figure to make more 

understandable.  

Figure 6.1: Speaking the mother tongue in the presence of the speakers of the

6.2 Problem because of being a native speaker of 

In response to the question “Have you ever had any problem because of being a native 

speaker of your mother tongue?” 
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feel neither prestigious nor embarrassed while speaking the mother tongue

the presence of the speaker of the dominant language. Likewise, 

female respondents 17% feel prestigious, 10% feel embarrassed, and 73% feel neutral 

mother tongues in the presence of the speaker of the dominant 

It shows that Koch and Gangai speakers have positive attitudes towards 

their language. We can present it through the following figure to make more 

peaking the mother tongue in the presence of the speakers of the

dominant language 

.2 Problem because of being a native speaker of MT 

In response to the question “Have you ever had any problem because of being a native 

speaker of your mother tongue?” Koch and Gangai native speakers have provided the 

responses as presented in the Table 6.2. 

.2: Having problems because of being a native speaker of 

Gangai  

Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

No Yes No 

25 (83%) 2 (7%) 28 (93%)

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (201
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Table 6.2 shows that out

some problems because of being a native speaker of 

most of the male speakers responded that they 

being a native speaker of 

said that they had faced some problems because of being a native speaker of 

mother tongue and 93% responded that they 

being a native speaker of their mother tong

Figure 6.2 to make more understandable. 

Figure 6.2: Problems because of being a native speaker of Koch and/or Gangai

Similarly, in response to the question “If you had problems because of being a native 

speaker of your mother tongue, what kinds of problems have you had? Table 

presents the lists of the problems and their frequencies.
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.2 shows that out of the total male respondents 17% said that they had faced 

some problems because of being a native speaker of their mother tongues 

most of the male speakers responded that they had not faced any problem because of 

being a native speaker of their mother tongue. Similarly, only 7% female respondents 

said that they had faced some problems because of being a native speaker of 

and 93% responded that they had not faced any problem because of 

being a native speaker of their mother tongues. It can also be shown through the 

to make more understandable.  

Problems because of being a native speaker of Koch and/or Gangai

Similarly, in response to the question “If you had problems because of being a native 

your mother tongue, what kinds of problems have you had? Table 

presents the lists of the problems and their frequencies. 

.3: Problems they had because of being a native speaker of 

Male (n=5) Female (n= 

Understanding Nepali 2 (40%) 1 (50%) 

In government offices 3 (60%) 1 (50%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (201
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Similarly, in response to the question “If you had problems because of being a native 

your mother tongue, what kinds of problems have you had? Table 6.3 
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Table 6.3 shows that out of the total 5 male respondents who said that they have had 

problems because of being a native speaker of their mother tongues 40% said that 

they had problems in understanding the Nepali language and remaining 60% had 

problems in government offices. Similarly, out of 2 female respondents who 

responded that they have had problems because of being a native speaker of their 

mother tongues 50-50% said that they had problems in understanding Nepali and in 

government offices. 

6.3 Feeling about children’s marriage with non-native speakers 

Most of the Koch and Gangai speakers feel bad if their sons or daughters married 

someone who does not know their mother tongue. Regarding the question “How 

would you feel if your son or daughter married someone who does not know your 

language?” Table 6.4 presents the responses of the respondents of the key survey 

points. 

Table 6.4: Feeling about son or daughter’s marriage with non-native speakers 

Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Good Neutral Bad Good Neutral Bad 

2 (7%) 4 (13%) 24 (80%) 1 (3%) 2 (7%) 27 (90%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 6.4 shows that out of the total male respondents, most of the Koch and Gangai 

speakers feel bad if their son or daughter married someone who does not know their 

mother tongue; 13% feel neutral; and only 7% feel good if their son or daughter 

married someone who does not know their mother tongue. Similarly almost all the 

female speakers feel bad, only 7% females feel neutral, and only 3% females feel 

good if their son or daughter married someone who does not know their mother 

tongue. Figure 6.3 makes it more comprehensible. 
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Figure 6.3 Feeling about marriage with non-native speakers 

 

6.4 Grandchildren’s language 

Koch and Gangai speakers are positive towards their language and culture. Most of 

the Koch and Gangai speakers said that their grandchildren will speak their language. 

Table 7.5 presents the responses of the Koch and Gangai speakers in the key survey 

points regarding the question “Will the grandchildren also speak your language?”  

Table 7.5: Will the children of the present children speak your language 

N=60 Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Speak 28 (93%) 30 (97%) 

Won’t speak 2 (7%) 1 (3%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 7.5 shows that almost all the respondents, both males and females, responded 

that the children of the present Koch and Gangai children will speak their mother 

tongue. Similarly, only 7% male and 3% female speakers said that the children of 

their present children will not speak their language. It shows that they are very 

positive towards their language. Similarly, regarding the question “If speak, how do 

you feel about this?” all the respondents both males and females feel good if their 

grandchildren will speak their language. It shows that they have positive attitude 

towards their language. 
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Similarly, in response to the question “If they will not speak, how do you feel about 

this?” Table 6.6 presents the responses of the Koch and Gangai speakers in the key 

survey points. 

Table 6.6: Feeling of the speakers if their grandchildren will not speak their language 

Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Good Neutral Bad Good Neutral Bad 

2 (7%) 2 (7%) 26 (86%) - 2 (7%) 28 (93%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 6.6 shows that out of the total male respondents most of them feel bad if their 

grandchildren will not speak their language and only 7% feel neutral and good as 

well. Similarly, only 7% female respondents feel neutral and almost all the female 

respondents feel bad if their grandchildren will not speak their language. 

6.5 First language of the children 

Since Koch and Gangai speakers have positive attitudes towards their languages, most 

of them said that their children should speak their mother tongues, first. Table 6.7 

presents the responses for the question “What language should your children speak 

first?” from the respondents of Koch and Gangai communities. 

Table 6.7: The languages Koch and/or Gangai children should speak first 

Languages  Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Mother tongue 29 (97%) 28 (93%) 

Nepali 1 (3%) 2 (7%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 6.7 shows that most of the male and female Koch and/or Gangai speakers said 

that their children should speak their own mother tongue first as 97% males and 93% 

females said that their children should speak their own mother tongue first. Similarly 

only 3% male and 7% female respondents said that their children should speak 

Nepali, the language of wider communication, first. 
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6.6 Medium of instruction at primary level 

Regarding the question “What language do you prefer for your children’s medium of 

instruction at primary level?” Table 6.8 presents the responses of the Koch and 

Gangai speakers of the key survey points. 

Table 6.8: Preference for the medium of instruction at primary level 

 Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Mother tongue 26 (86%) 25 (83%) 

Nepali 2 (7%) 3 (10%) 

English 2 (7%) 2 (7%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 6.8 shows that most of the male and female respondents of Koch and Gangai 

speech communities responded that they prefer their own mother tongue as their 

children’s medium of instruction at primary level. Similarly, only 7% male and 10% 

female respondents said that they prefer the Nepali for their children’s medium of 

instruction in the primary level of education. Likewise, 7% both male and female 

respondents said that the prefer English for their children’s medium of instructions at 

primary level.  

6.7 Language spoken by grandparents 

In response to the question “Do you think that the language spoken by you is different 

from your grandparents?” Table 6.9 presents the responses provided by the Koch and 

Gangai speakers in the key survey points. 

Table 6.9: Differences between the languages spoken by the two generations 

N=60 Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Yes 6 (20%) 2 (7%) 

No 24 (80%) 28 (93%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 6.9 shows that only 20% male and 7% female Koch and Gangai respondents 

think that the language spoken by them is different from their grandparents whereas 
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are differences in the language spoken by them and their grandparents.
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most of speakers, i.e. 80% male and 93% female respondents do not thi

in the language spoken by them and their grandparents.

Differences between the languages spoken by the respondents and 

their grandparents 

Regarding the responses in the Table 6.9, “If yes, how do you think the la

spoken by you is different from your grandparents?” Table 

responses provided by the respondents in the key survey points. 

: The ways of differences in language between two generations

If yes, how do you think the 
spoken by you is 

different from your grandparents? 

Male (n=6) Female (n=

Pronunciation 4 (67%) - 

6 (100%) 1 (50%)

Use of specific type of sentences 4 (67%) - 

of other languages 6 (100%) 2 (100

Way of speaking 5 (83%) 1 (50

urce:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (201

Male Female
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93%

Yes No

do not think that there 

in the language spoken by them and their grandparents. 

respondents and 

 

, “If yes, how do you think the language 

spoken by you is different from your grandparents?” Table 6.10 presents the 

: The ways of differences in language between two generations 

Female (n=2) 

1 (50%) 

100%) 

50%) 

urce:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 
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Table 6.10 shows that out of the total male participants, who think that the language 

spoken by them is different from their grandparents, 67% said that their language 

differentiates with their parents in pronunciation and in the use of specific type of 

sentences. Similarly, all the male respondents, who think that the language spoken by 

them is different from their grandparents, responded that there are differences in 

vocabulary and in mixing of other languages; and 83% said that there are differences 

in the way of speaking.  

Similarly, all the female respondents, who think that the language spoken by them is 

different from their grandparents, said that there are differences in mixing of other 

languages, and 50% said that there are differences in the use of vocabulary and in the 

way of speaking. From this analysis we can conclude that the language spoken by two 

different generations of Koch and Gangai speakers have some differences in the way 

of pronunciation, use of vocabulary, use of specific types of sentences, mixing of 

other languages and in the way of speaking.  

Similarly, in response to the question “How do you feel when you hear young people 

of your own community speaking other languages instead of their first language?” 

Table 6.11 presents the responses of the language participants in the key survey 

points. 

Table 6.11: Feeling about the young people who use other languages instead of 

their mother tongue 

Male (n=30) Female (n=30) 

Good Indifferent Bad Good Indifferent Bad 

2 (7%) 3 (10%) 25 (83%) 1 (3%) 2 (7%) 27 (90%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Regarding the language attitude Table 7.12 shows that most of the male and female 

respondents feel bad when they hear young people of their own community speaking 

other languages instead of their own mother tongue. Similarly, only 7% of the male 

speakers responded that they feel good and 10% feel indifferent. Similarly, only 3% 

females responded that they feel good and 7% feel indifferent when they hear young 

people of their own community speaking other language instead of their own mother 

tongue.  
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6.8 Summary 

In this chapter, we discussed language attitude of the Koch and Gangai speakers 

towards their languages. Koch and Gangai speakers have positive attitudes towards 

their language. Majority of the Koch and Gangai speakers feel neither prestigious nor 

embarrassed when they speak their mother tongue in the presence of the speaker of 

the dominant languages. Some of the respondents fell prestigious and embarrassed 

while they speak their mother tongue in the presence of the speaker of the dominant 

language like Nepali. Only a few respondents had faced some problems such as in 

understanding of Nepali and in government offices because of being a native speaker 

of their mother tongues. Similarly, most of them feel bad if their son or daughter 

married someone who does not know their mother tongue. Similarly, most of the 

respondents are optimistic that their grandchildren will speak their language and all of 

them feel good if his/her children will speak their mother tongue. Similarly, most of 

them feel bad if their grandchildren will not speak their language. Most of them said 

that their children should speak their own mother tongue first. 

Similarly, most of the Koch and Gangai speakers prefer their own mother tongues as 

their children’s medium of instruction at primary level and only a few speakers prefer 

Nepali and English languages. Only a few speakers think that the language spoken by 

them is different from their grandparents and the differences are in the way of 

pronunciation, use of vocabulary, use of specific types of sentences, mixing of other 

languages and in the way of speaking. Most of the respondents feel bad when they 

hear young people of their own community speaking other languages instead of their 

own mother tongues.  
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CHAPTER 7 

LANGUAGE RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT 

7.0 Outline 

This chapter deals with language resources and development for Koch and Gangai 

languages. It consists of three sections. Section 7.1 presents the language resources 

found in Koch and Gangai. Similarly, in section 7.2, we have discussed appreciative 

inquiry in Koch and Gangai languages. Section 7.3 presents the summary of this 

chapter. 

7.1 Language resources  

Resources available in Ganagai language are folk stories, music, and religious 

literatures. Similarly, the language resources available in Koch are only folk stories 

and music. Similarly, alphabet, grammar, dictionary, textbook, literary materials, 

newspaper, magazines, written literatures are also available in Gangai (Surjapuri) in 

India but not in Nepal.  

7.2 Appreciative inquiry  

In the survey, a participatory tool known as appreciative inquiry was used in all key 

survey points in Koch and Gangai speech communities. The main purpose of this tool 

was to gather information about the dreams and aspirations of the Koch and Gangai 

communities for the development of their languages as well their culture. It was 

conducted in each point in a group of participants of different demographic categories 

of sex, education and educational status. The participants in each key point were 

asked to describe things that made them feel happy or proud about their language or 

culture. They were asked to write down the ‘good things’ on a piece of paper and 

placed them serially on the floor. Then they were asked to, based on those good things 

in their languages and culture, say they “dreamed” about how they could make their 

languages or culture even better. After having received their responses in the group 

they were advised to categorize the dreams from the easiest to the most difficult, 

specify which ones were most important and to choose a few to start on developing 

plans  such as  who else should be involved, what the first step should be, and what 

resources they needed. 

In order to examine the language development in the Koch and Gangai languages, 

appreciative inquiry, a participatory tool to be used in a group of at least eight to 
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twelve participants of mixed category, was administered in all the reference points of 

the survey in these speech communities. The pictures of appreciative inquiry tools 

used in the key survey points present the language development and the ambitions to 

the development of language.  

 
Photograph 7.1: Appreciative inquiry in Jhapabazar, Kumarkhod-9, Jhapa 

 
Photograph 7.2: Planning for the development of language, in Jhapabazar 
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Photograph 7.3: Appreciative inquiry in Kunjibari, Jhapa 

 

Photograph 7.4: Appreciative inquiry in Belaitibari , Kumarkhod-1, Jhapa 
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In this survey, we have employed different participatory tools such as dialect 

mapping, domains of language use and bilingualism. The main focus of these tools is 

to help the participants to verbalize things they already knew intuitively about their 

language and culture. However, appreciative inquiry, as the name suggests, is 

designed to help the participants think about future possibilities about their language 

and culture. Table 7.1 presents the summary of the responses to major queries related 

to preservation and promotion of the language on all five key points in Koch and 

Gangai.  

Table 7.1: Findings from the appreciative inquiry tool in the Nepali language 

Survey 

 points 

Good things that made 
Koch and Gangai people 
feel happy or proud 
about their languages 

Dreams about how they could 
make their languages  even 
better 

Most important 
dream to  start on 
planning   

Jhapa Bazaar 

Kumarkhod-9, 

Jhapa 

� Being their own 

mother tongue  

� Language of self 

identity 

� Easy to communicate 

and the sweet 

language 

� Ancestral language 

� Maximum use of the 

language in local level 

� Spoken in a vast area 

by different castes  

� Having religious 

literatures 

� The language should be 

clearly mentioned in the 

next Census. 

� Newspapers and 

magazines should be 

published in the mother 

tongue.  

� The language should be 

used in local offices. 

� Alphabet, grammar, and 

written literatures should 

be developed. 

� Establishment of a 

Museum for their 

community. 

� Researches should be 

carried out in the language. 

� Access to the information 

� The 

government 

should support 

Gangai 

(Surjapuri) 

Language 

Development 

Academy. 
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technology. 

� Preservation of their music 

and dance 

� Use of mother tongue in 

primary level of education 

Kunjibari, 

Mahabhara-3, 

Jhapa 

� Being their mother 

tongue 

� Food beverage 

� Festivals 

� Conduct of living 

� Dress materials 

� Manners  

� Preservation and 

promotion of language 

� Researches should be 

conducted in their 

language and culture. 

� Employment 

� Development of textbooks  

� Development of grammar  

� Use of mother tongue in 

governments in local level.  

� There should 

be the facility 

of mother 

tongue based 

school. 

Bilaitibari 

Kumarkhod-1, 

Jhapa (Koch); 

� Having their own 

dress materials 

� Having their own 

mother tongue 

� Having marriage 

within their caste 

� Having their own 

unique festivals 

� Films should be produced 

in their mother tongue 

� Publication of literary 

works 

� Language should be used 

in local level. 

� There should be the 

involvement of Koch 

people in local level to 

central level 

� Their children should be 

taught in their own 

language. 

� Use of mother 

tongue in 

primary level 

of education 
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Rajgadh-6, 

Jhapa 

 

� Being their mother 

tongue  

� Dress materials 

� Songs and music 

� Easy to speak 

� Ancestral language 

� Use of the language in 

local level by different 

castes. 

� Their mother tongue 

should be used as a 

medium of instruction in 

primary level education 

� Development of grammar 

and dictionary  

� Preservation of their 

language and culture 

� Use of the language in  

government offices in local 

level 

� Use of Gangai 

as a medium of 

instruction in 

primary level 

education 

Kathari-6, 

Morang 

 

� Linguistic identity 

� Proud of being Gangai 

� Having own culture, 

costumes, and manner 

� Having the status of 

national language 

� Folk songs and 

musical instruments 

� Festivals like Siruwa 

and Jitiya. 

� Application of the their 

mother tongue in primary 

education  

� Development of dictionary 

� Their language should be 

used in local newspapers, 

and local FM radios. 

� Management of mother 

tongue teachers in primary 

schools. 

� Expectation of support 

from the government for 

the development of their 

language 

�  Use as an official 

language in local offices 

� Development 

of textbooks 

for primary 

level of 

education in 

their mother 

tongue 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 
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7.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we present the good things that made Koch and Gangai speakers feel 

happy or proud about their language and culture are their own mother tongue, having 

songs and music, being the ancient language, having their own culture and costume, 

folk songs and literature in their language, etc. Dreams about how they could make 

their language even better are writing a grammar, dictionary, textbooks, having 

mother tongue teachers, establishment of mother tongue based primary schools. Their 

mother tongue should be used as an official language in local offices, preservation and 

promotion of their language, culture and religion and there should be coverage of the 

language in the field of local newspapers and FM radios.  

The most important ‘dreams’ which they would like to get realized immediately and 

to start on planning are use of their mother tongue as a medium of instruction in 

primary level education, preservation of their language and culture, and textbook 

preparation for primary level education. They have made planning for these important 

dreams. They said that there should be the involvement of both the community and 

the government to realize these dreams and these dreams should be realized 

immediately. 
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CHAPTER 8 

DIALECTAL VARIATION 

8.0 Outline 

This chapter deals with dialectal variation in Koch and Gangai languages. It consists 

of five sections. In section 8.1, we discuss wordlist variation with wordsurv which 

include methodology of finding lexical variation and lexical similarity among the key 

points in the Koch and Gangai languages. Similarly, section 8.2 deals with the lexical 

variation using COG. Likewise, section 8.3 deals with global correspondences of 

Koch and Gangai phonemes found in the wordlists. Similarly, in section 8.4, we 

present participatory methods used in the survey to find out the possible dialects of 

the language. Similarly, in section 8.5, we present the summary of this chapter. 

8.1 Wordlist variation with Wordsurv 

The wordlist consists of 210 words have been compared to estimate the degree of 

lexical similarity among the surveyed points. In this section, we discuss the 

methodology employed in lexical similarity study, evaluation criteria for lexical 

similarity percentages and the lexical similarity study results in Koch and Gangai. 

8.1.1 Methodology 

The methodology consists of the collection of wordlists and tool used in the analysis 

of the wordlists. First, the standardized wordlist of 210 words were elicited in the 

survey points, from the mother tongue speakers (grown up in the target locality, 

representing different sex, age, and literacy), compiled them with phonetic 

transcriptions and cross-checked from other speakers from the same site (See Annex 

D for 210 wordlist). In each key point, at least six sets of wordlists were administered. 

Secondly, the words from the wordlists were entered into the Wordsurv (Wimbish, 

1989), a tool primarily used to determine the genetic relationship of the language or 

dialects, is used to identify the potential linguistic or genetic relationship between the 

different varieties of the Nepali language. Thirdly, the words from the selected 

wordlist were aligned on the basis of phonetic similarities and dissimilarities. Then 

the lexical similarity percentages were calculated in the Wordsurv. 

8.1.2 Evaluation criteria 

The 60% has been generally used as a cutoff point for the evaluation of lexical 

similarity (Regmi, 2011). However, the 60% threshold may not always be a strict 
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cutoff point. Using such a method, the speech varieties having a lexical similarity of 

less than 60% are evaluated as different languages. However, languages or dialects 

with around 60% or greater lexical similarity should be tested for intelligibility using 

another tool referred to as Recorded Text Test (RTT). The attitudes and the 

perceptions of the speakers are also important factors. Table 8.1 presents the 

evaluation criteria of the lexical similarity percentages between the wordlists. 

Table 8.1: Evaluation criteria of the lexical similarity percentages 

Lexical similarity % 

 

Evaluation Remarks 

60% similarity A cutoff point/threshold 
for the evaluation 

May not always be 
a strict cutoff point 

Less than 60% similarity Different languages  

60% or more similarity Different languages or 
dialects of the same 
language 

Intelligibility  
testing  is required  
by using  RTT 

Higher than 85%  similarity Speech varieties  likely 
to be related dialects 

 

Higher than 95%  similarity Same language  

8.1.3 Lexical similarity among the surveyed points in Koch and Gangai 

The Koch language is spoken only in Jhapa district of Nepal, and Gangai is spoken in 

Jhapa and Morang districts. However in surveyed points these languages generally do 

not show any variation as such. Koch and Gangai languages present some lexical 

variations among them. However, Koch spoken in two survey points are mutually 

intelligible to each other and same is the case of Gangai as well. The lexical similarity 

in among the surveyed points ranges from 63% to 89%. Table 8.2 presents the 

situation of lexical similarity comparison in the Koch and Gangai languages among 

the key survey points. 
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Table 8.2: Lexical similarity comparisons among Koch and Gangai languages2 

Variety G-Kathari G-Kumarkhod G-Rajgadh K-Kumarkhod K-Kunjibari 

G-Kathari 100% 64% 63% 65% 66% 

G-Kumarkhod 64% 100% 83% 84% 82% 

G-Rajgadh 63% 83% 100% 83% 83% 

K-Kumarkhod 65% 84% 83% 100% 89% 

K-Kunjibari 66% 82% 83% 89% 100% 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

G= Gangai, K= Koch  

Table 8.2 shows that the Gangai language spoken in Kathari has 63%-66% lexical 

similarities to the other varieties of Gangai and Koch languages. Similarly, the Gangai 

variety spoken in Kumarkhod has 83% lexical similarity with the Gangai variety 

spoken in Rajgadh and 82%-84% similarity with Koch speech varieties. Likewise, the 

Gangai variety spoken in Rajgadh has 83% lexical similarity with the Gangai variety 

of Kumarkhod and Koch varieties. Similarly, the Koch variety spoken in Kumarkhod 

has 84% and 83% lexical similarities with the Gangai varieties spoken in Kumarkhod 

and Rajgadh respectively, and 89% lexical similarity with the Koch variety spoken in 

Kunjibari. Likewise, the Koch variety spoken in Kunjibari has 82% and 83% lexical 

similarities with the Gangai varieties spoken in Kumarkhod and Rajgadh respectively, 

and 89% lexical similarity with the Koch variety spoken in Kumarkhod. From this 

table, it can be concluded that all the varieties of all these languages are mutually 

intelligible to each other.     

8.2 Lexical comparison with COG 

This subsection compares and analyzes the 210 wordlist using COG, a recently 

developed program for lexical comparison between and among dialects and 

languages. Cog allows us to compare and analyze wordlists from different language 

                                                 
2 This is based on the comparative analysis of 210 wordlist from three different survey points of the 
Gangai language, and two survey points of the Koch language. These wordlists are analyzed in 
linguistic software called WordSurv.  
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varieties using an iterative approach. Using this program we can quickly make sense 

of the data and then progressively refine the wordlists and settings, improving the 

comparison results and the understanding of the varieties at each step. Table 8.3 

presents the lexical similarity of each variety in comparison to all other varieties. 

Table 8.3: Lexical similarity among all the five survey points in percentage 

G-Rajgadh K-Kumarkhod K-Kunjibari G-Kumarkhod G-Kathari 

G-Rajgadh  84 83 83 67 

K-Kumarkhod 84 89 89 66 

K-Kunjibari 83 89 83 68 

G-Kumarkhod 83 89 83 68 

G-Kathari 67 66 68 68 

 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 8.3 shows that the Gangai variety spoken in Kathari has 66%-68% lexical 

similarities with other varieties of Gangai and Koch varieties. Similarly, the Koch and 

Gangai languages spoken in other places have 83%-89% lexical similarities among 

them. The lexical variation among the five different survey points is more or less 

similar to the Table 8.2 which was analyzed in WordSurv.  

Table 8.4: Phonetic similarity among all the five survey points in percentage 

G-Rajgadh G-Kumarkhod K-Kumarkhod K-Kunjibari G-Kathari 

G-Rajgadh  83 81 80 70 

G-Kumarkhod 83 84 80 71 

K-Kumarkhod 81 84 86 70 

K-Kunjibari 80 80 86 72 

G-Kathari 70 71 70 72 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

The general finding from Table 8.4 is that the Gangai variety spoken in Kathari has 

70%-72% phonetic similarities with other Gangai varieties and Koch varieties. 

Similarly, the Gangai varieties and Koch varieties have 81%-86% lexical similarities 
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The speech variety spoken in Kathari is phonetically more similar 
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8.4 Participatory methods3 

In order to examine dialects in the Gangai language, the dialect mapping, a 

participatory tool was administered in all the reference points of the survey in the 

Gangai speech community. The dialect mapping tool was used to help the community 

members to think about and visualize the different varieties, if any in the language. 

The participants in group of 8 to 12 in each survey point were asked to write on a 

separate sheet of paper the name of each village, town, and district where Gangai is 

spoken as mother tongue and placed them on the floor to represent the geographical 

location. The pictures of dialect mapping tools used in the survey points present the 

dialectal variation of the Gangai languages. 

 

Photograph 8.1: Dialect mapping Jhapabazar, Kumarkhod-9, Jhapa 

                                                 
3Participatory method tool for dialect mapping was not administered in the Koch speech communities 
as the native speakers of Koch speech community responded that there is not any variation within the 
language. 
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Photograph 8.2: Dialect mapping in Kathari-6, Morang 

The dialect mapping tool was used to help the community members to think about and 

visualize the different varieties, if any in the Nepali language. The participants in 

group of 8 and more in each survey point were asked to write on a separate sheet of 

paper the name of each district and town where Nepali is spoken and placed them on 

the floor to represent the geographical location.  

Table 8.5: Degree of similarity in the forms of the speech in different places 

Survey  points Group A Group B 

Jhapa Bazaar 

Kumarkhod-9, Jhapa 

(Gangai) 

Tanghandubba, Kumarkhod, Sharnamti, 

Rajgadh, Chakchaki, Ghailadubba, 

Gherabari, Chandragadhi, Bhadrapur, 

Prithvinagar, Pathamari, Maheshpur, 

Kechana, Gauriganj, Khajurgachi, 

Shibgunj 

Mahadeba, Dayaniya, 

Govindpur, Rangeli, 

Takuna, Jhurkiya, 

Bardanga, Sijuna, 

Biratnagar, 

Panchgachhi 

Kathari-6, Morang Kathari, Buddhanagar, Bhathigach, 

Majhera, Pokhariya, Bardanga, Amati 

Bariyati, Saurabhag, Biratnagar 

Rangeli, Kadmaha, 

Takuwa, Amgachhi 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 
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Participants in the survey points responded that the places in the group A are exactly 

the same with their speech variety. Similarly, there are some lexical variations with 

the speech varieties spoken in group B.  

Similarly, in response the question “Which forms of speech they preferred for 

preparing reading materials and recording”, the participants in group responded as 

presented in Table 8.6.  

Table 8.6: Preferences of speech variety for developing materials 

Survey points Preferences of speech variety for developing 
materials 

 First priority Second priority Third priority 

Kumarkhod-9, Jhapa Tanghandubba Kumarkhod Sharanamati 

Kathari-6, Morang Majhare Saurabhag Amati Bariyati 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2013) 

Table 8.6 shows that participants in Kumarkhod-9 prefer Tanghandubba as their first 

priority; Kumarkhod, their own place as second priority; and Sharanamati as their 

third priority for developing reading materials and recording. Similarly, the 

participants of Kathari give first priority to Majhare variety, second priority to 

Saurabhag, and third priority to Amati Bariyati. 

8.5 Summary 

Koch spoken in two survey points are mutually intelligible to each other and same is 

the case of Gangai as well. The lexical similarity in the surveyed points ranges from 

63% to 89%. Similarly, using COG, recently developed software, there is 66% to 89% 

lexical similarity among the key survey points of the Koch and Gangai languages. 

Similarly, there are 70% to 86% phonetic similarities among the survey points. The 

speech variety spoken in Kathari is phonetically more similar to other varieties than 

lexically. There is not any dialectal variation in Koch language. Similarly, we find 

that there are mainly two dialects in the Gangai language. The Gangai varieties 

spoken in Rajgadh and Kumarkhod seem to be a single variety and the speech variety 

spoken in Kathari seems to be another dialect of Gangai language.  

Participants in the survey points responded that the Gangai language spoken in most 

of the places is exactly the same with their speech variety and their speech varieties 
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have some lexical variations with some of the places. Similarly, Gangai speakers of 

Kumarkhod and Kathari prefer Tanghandubba and Kathari speech varieties 

respectively for developing reading materials and recording.  
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CHAPTER 9 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

9.1 Major findings 

The main aim of this survey was to look at the sociolinguistic situation of the Koch 

and Gangai, Indo-European languages spoken in the Eastern Development Regions of 

Nepalese Tarai. The survey has gathered a good deal of information about the mother 

tongue proficiency and bi/multilingualism; domains of language use; language 

vitality, transmission, and maintenance; language attitudes; language resources and 

development, and dialectal variation of the Koch and Gangai languages.  

The major findings of this survey are presented as follows: 

a. Koch is an Indo-Aryan language, which is alternatively known as Koche, is 

spoken in Jhapa district by Koch ethnic people. Gangais are mostly 

concentrated in Jhapa and Moran Districts of Nepal. They are also known as 

Ganesh or Mandal. Gangai (Surjapuri) is one of the eastern Indian languages 

mainly spoken in Bihar (Kishanganj, Katihar, Purnia, Araria), north Bengal, 

eastern Nepal and north western Bangladesh. The alternate name for it is Sura. 

It has significant similarities with both Hindi and Bengali languages. 

b. According to the recent census report of Nepal 2011, Koche is spoken by 

2,080 speakers and Gangai is spoken by 3,612 speakers as their mother 

tongue. These languages are spoken in Jhapa and Morang districts of Nepal. 

c. Most of the speakers of Koch and Gangai speech communities are following 

Hinduism as their religion. Mahabir and Thakur are Gangais’ ancestral deities. 

They celebrate their own festivals such as Amati, Asari-Pasari, and Jitiya, etc.  
d. All the members of Koch and Gangai speech communities are very much 

fluent in speaking their mother tongue. They speak their own mother tongue 

and most of them are at least bilingual in Nepali and/or Hindi languages. Most 

of the family members of Koch and Gangai communities are bilingual in 

Nepali, Hindi, and Rajbansi languages.  
e. Most of the Koch and Gangai children learned Nepali in schools, colleges, in 

towns and cities. They learned Hindi in local markets, in India, and by 

watching Hindi movies and televisions. They learnt Rajbansi and Maithili 
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languages in their societies. Likewise, they learnt English in school and 

colleges. 
f. Majority of Koch and Gangai children do not understand at all of his/her 

Nepali speaking teacher when s/he first goes to school. Since, most of the 

Koch and Gangai use their own mother tongue at home; their children use 

only a little bit Nepali in the society before going to school.  
g. There are no monolingual in Koch and Gangai communities except some old 

female speakers. Koch and Gangai speakers who are not going outside the 

village, women, and elderly people speak the mother tongue better than 

Nepali, an LWC. Similarly, school going children, educated people, leaders of 

the community, businessmen, teachers, and students of these speech 

communities are bilingual in Nepali and Hindi languages.  
h. Koch and Gangai speakers use their own mother tongue in different domains 

of language use such as in counting, singing, joking, bargaining/ shopping/ 

marketing, storytelling, discussing/ debate, praying, quarrelling, abusing, 

telling stories to children, singing at home, family gatherings, and village 

meetings respectively.  
i. Most of the Koch and Gangai respondents use their own mother tongue with 

their family members while discussing educational matters, family matters and 

social matters. They use the Nepali language in letter writing to their family 

members. Most of the respondents said that their children use their mother 

tongues, Koch and/or Gangai, while playing with their friends and talking with 

their neighbors whereas in teaching and learning, Nepali, the official language, 

is in practice and only a few children learn in English medium schools as well.  
j. They use Nepali, both mother tongues and Nepali, and Hindi languages when 

the speakers of other languages visit at their home. They use their mother 

tongues in the family, neighborhood, village, market, fair, quarreling, 

celebrating different rites and rituals, village meetings, local markets, in 

abusing, worship, joking, chanting, cultural programs, folklore, storytelling, 

ritual songs, marriage invitations, talking in telephone, in health post, 

discussion, debate, travelling, farming, etc.  
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k. They use Nepali, the language of wider communication (LWC), in the 

government offices, schools, writing letters, with the people from hill origin, 

in minute writing, hospitals, business, VDC offices, political programs, and in 

public speech. Likewise, they use both MTs and LWC in School, telephoning, 

business, playing, discussion, village meetings, health posts, marketing, and in 

VDC offices. 
l. Both the Koch and Gangai languages have good vitality rate as most of the 

their children speak their mother tongue; most of the parents in their 

community usually speak their mother tongue to their children; most of the 

young people use their mother tongue the way it ought to be spoken.  
m. Most of the Koch and Gangai speakers like their children learn/study in their 

mother tongue. Koch and Gangai speakers are very much positive for the 

development of their language since they are ready to send their children to 

the mother tongue schools and also encouraging others to send their children. 

Similarly, they are also ready for financial support and educated speakers are 

ready to teach their language themselves.  
n. They have positive attitude towards their languages. Majority of the Koch and 

Gangai speakers feel neither prestigious nor embarrassed when they speak 

their mother tongue in the presence of the speaker of the dominant languages. 

Similarly, most of them feel bad if their son or daughter married someone who 

does not know their mother tongue.  
o. Similarly, most of the respondents are optimistic that their grandchildren will 

speak their language and all of them feel good if his/her children will speak 

their mother tongue and most of them feel bad if their grandchildren will not 

speak their language. Most of them said that their children should speak their 

own mother tongue first. 
p. Similarly, most of the Koch and Gangai speakers prefer their own mother 

tongues as their children’s medium of instruction at primary level and only a 

few speakers prefer Nepali and English languages. Only a few speakers think 

that the language spoken by them is different from their grandparents and the 

differences are in the way of pronunciation, use of vocabulary, use of specific 

types of sentences, mixing of other languages and in the way of speaking. 
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Most of the respondents feel bad when they hear young people of their own 

community speaking other languages instead of their own mother tongues.  
q. The language resources available in Ganagai are folk stories, music, and 

religious literatures; in Koch are only folk stories and music.  
r. The good things that made Koch and Gangai speakers feel happy or proud 

about their language and culture are their own mother tongue, having songs 

and music, being the ancient language, having their own culture and costume, 

folk songs and literature in their language, etc.  
s. Dreams about how they could make their language even better are writing a 

grammar, dictionary, textbooks, having mother tongue teachers, establishment 

of mother tongue based primary schools. Their mother tongue should be used 

as an official language in local offices, preservation and promotion of their 

language, culture and religion and there should be coverage of the language in 

the field of local newspapers and FM radios.  
t. The most important ‘dreams’ which they would like to get realized 

immediately and to start on planning are use of their mother tongue as a 

medium of instruction in primary level education, preservation of their 

language and culture, and textbook preparation for primary level education.  
u. The Koch language spoken in two survey points are mutually intelligible to 

each other and same is the case of Gangai as well. The lexical similarity in the 

surveyed points ranges from 63% to 89%.  
v. Similarly, there are 70% to 86% phonetic similarities among the survey points. 

There is not any dialectal variation in Koch language. There are mainly two 

dialects in the Gangai language. The Gangai varieties spoken in Rajgadh and 

Kumarkhod seem to be a single variety and the speech variety spoken in 

Kathari seems to be another dialect of the Gangai language.  
w. Participants in the survey points responded that the Gangai language spoken in 

most of the places is exactly the same with their speech variety and their 

speech varieties have some lexical variations with some of the places. 

Similarly, Gangai speakers of Kumarkhod and Kathari prefer Tanghandubba 

and Kathari speech varieties respectively for developing reading materials and 

recording.  
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9.2 Recommendations 

From the above findings, we suggest and recommend the following activities: 

a. As Koch and Gangai children face difficulty in basic education because of 

their unfamiliarity with the textbooks in Nepali as well as the Interim 

Constitution of Nepal has also guaranteed the right of mother tongue based 

multilingual education, schools should immediately be facilitated financially 

and logistically from the concerned sectors to run multilingual education in the 

true spirit of the constitution. 

b. Textbooks should be developed in such a way that they embody the local 

needs and local settings. 

c. The Koch and Gangai speech communities should be made aware of the 

importance of the use of their mother tongue and encouraged to transmit their 

mother tongue to the younger generation through advocacy. 

d. In these speech communities, most of the women are pre-literate. Therefore by 

means of non-formal education in their mother tongue, the literacy classes 

must be conducted to uplift those pre-literates. 

e. A detailed language documentation project is essential to preserve, promote 

and develop their language and culture in which life crucial knowledge is 

embodied from time immemorial. Specific language programs such as 

language documentation, compiling bilingual and monolingual dictionaries 

and writing grammars should be immediately launched. 

f. The most important ‘dreams’ which they would like to get realized 

immediately and to start on planning are the establishment of mother tongue 

teaching schools for the beginners at primary level and development of 

textbook and curriculum for mother tongue education. The concerned 

authorities should take immediate step to help them realizing their dreams. 
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/�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� ####K K K K �D%="� >�>� <4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3�D%="� >�>� <4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3�D%="� >�>� <4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3�D%="� >�>� <4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3 

                    �  ////           �  /)�/)�/)�/)� 

 

QY. %��c�� ौ="��O/ौ="%=�� "�%0	���: ..................... 

Q\. %��c ��"��� ः4��/��M? �!�? !�?  

(�) �T& �P.: ............... (H) ��M?/���: ....................  

(�) ��
�/���������: ...................... (Z) U�V��: ..................... 

([) <# $�: ............................... 

Q]. !�� %��c �!�? >ः�� !��/? ..................................... 

(�) �T& �P.: ............... (H) ��M?/���: ....................  

(�) ��
�/���������: ...................... (Z) U�V��: ..................... 

([) <# $�: ............................... 
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QL. %��c �!�? >ः�� 	B�� ��% �"� 	��?...............................  

Q^. %��c <�% �%) B� �& 	�8� >2� >ः�� 	B�� /?  

 (�) �  /  (H) �  /)� 

Q_. (�78 >ः�� 	B�� / 	��)  

(�) �!�?: .............. (H) �
!��: ............. (�) ��% �"��D": ............... 

/�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� ####Q Q Q Q �!� n�!� n�!� n�!� n    !��� ��!��� ��!��� ��!��� ��, , , , <
!�� �!� n<
!�� �!� n<
!�� �!� n<
!�� �!� n    >����>����>����>����, , , , � �78 � �78 � �78 � �78 ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ >���� >���� >���� >���� 
	B 	B 	B 	B �!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��� ���3�!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��� ���3�!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��� ���3�!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��� ���3        
����     !�!�!�!�                                            ����     !�j�!�j�!�j�!�j�          

    

((((    ))))    	�
�� ��"म=	�
�� ��"म=	�
�� ��"म=	�
�� ��"म= 

Rb. %��c�� 	���"� "gUH� ��
!p� �� -��  M��qA /�O?  

(�) �  ��� �4�,  

(H) �  �P�=%,  

(�) �  A��"&� ��
!p�, 

(Z) �  �� �T��, 

([) �  ����"�, 

($) �  �=T=/T=	=T=,     

(/) �  <��:.................. 

RK. (�� �T�� ���&ब" / 	��) %��c  5�� "�%0	���"� �� �T�� ���&ब" ��%�� ��� �� !��/?  

(�) �  �Ar  (H) �  �
!�� ��!� n (�) �  �
!�� ��� !�j�    

RQ. (���� 	����J$���E "�ऽ ��@��) %��c�� 	����� >���"� ��UH% ��"म= �� -��  /�O?  
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RR. (/�O 	��) �� � 	���"� ��UHB�� /�O? 

��"म=:        RQ. /�O � /)��O    RR. (/�O 	��)    �� � 	���"� ��UHB�� /�O?    

�. �&"���   

H. s�����    

�. Gq8���   

Z. ��t ���ः%�   

ङ. ����%� ��"म=   

च. �"�$���ऽ   

/. ��ऽ��   

�. ��UH% ��
!p�   

u. ����%�&   

ञ. <��   

 

RY. (��UH% ��"म=!1 /�O 	��) %��c  5�� 	���"� "��4�� ��"म= "@�� �� �) �v�� 

!��/?  

(�) �  �v/�   (H) �  �278�  

R\. (���� �J$���E "�ऽ ��@��, M�=!1�� 	���"� ��UH% ��"म= /�O 	��):  

%��c�� 	��� �� � ��
�"� ��UH�/? .............................................. 

R]. %��c�� 	���"� 	B�� ��� <4� M������E 
��� � ूi&�"� ��������� �� �) 

�PZ�Pः4� � �����!1 /�O? 

(�) �  /�O  (H) �  /)��O  

RL. (/�O 	��) %= �Pः4�!1�� ��" 	�= 78�� !��O3 
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R^. %= �Pः4��� ��  �ः%� ��" �/&�O? 

(�)  ��Pः�0 �%�  

(H) 	�
�� 

(�)  G)U�� 

(Z) <��........................ 

    RLRLRLRL. . . . �PZ�Pः4��PZ�Pः4��PZ�Pः4��PZ�Pः4� R^R^R^R^.... 
ब������
ब������
ब������
ब������ 

�.   

H.   

�.   

Z.   

[.   

$.   

 

((((jjjj))))    "�%0	�"�%0	�"�%0	�"�%0	���"� 8�%���"� 8�%���"� 8�%���"� 8�%�////>!�	�
��%� >!�	�
��%� >!�	�
��%� >!�	�
��%�     

R_. %��c �� � �� � 	��� >�V� �e�� !��/? 

 ..................,  ...................., ..................., ................., 

 ..................,   

Yb. %��c�� �>) 	�8� �
!�� �� � 	��� >�V�� 	��? ................... 

�= 	���!1"@�� (ूँ � �P. R_ �� MN���  A��"�) �� � 	���: 

YK. �>) 	�8� ��ॆ�? ..................... 

YQ. 8�ॐ� ��ॆ�? ........................... 

YR. %�ॐ� ��ॆ�? .............................. 

YY. $g4� ��ॆ�? ............................. 

Y\. %��c�� >�V�� 	���!1 "@�� �� � $�!� n �>) 	�8� >2� "� ���M�� 

!��/?...................... 
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Y]. ("�%0	��� �>)	�8� ��ॆ�� >�V� ���� "�) %��c  5�� "�%0	���"� �UN�� ��F%(8�) 

!��� !��/? 

(�) �  A��) ��ॆ� (H) �  7x� 7x�)  (�) �  <�� <�� 

YL. %��c  5�� "�%0	��� �UN�� ��ॆ� �v� � ��F � �e�� !��/?  

(�) �  A��) ��ॆ� (H) �  7x� 7x�)  (�) �  <�� <��  

Y^. %��c�� >�>��� <�� �� � �� � 	��� ��� �� !��/? (%��� %�����"�  ��F �� !��O) 

Y_. %��c��  "��� <�� �� � �� � 	��� ��� �� !��/? (%��� %�����"�  ��F �� !��O) 

\b. %��c�� ौ="��O/ौ="%=�� <�� �� � �� � 	��� ��� �� !��/? (%��� %�����" ��F �� 

!��O) 

s�Uys�Uys�Uys�Uy <�� 	���!1 <�� 	���!1 <�� 	���!1 <�� 	���!1  

�. H. �. Z. 
Y^. >�>�  
 

    

Y_.  "�  
 

    

\b. "��O/ौ="%=  
 

    

\K. %��c�� /���/���!1�� �� � �� � 	��� >�V/�O? (%��� %�����"� ��F �� !��O) 

\Q. �%�=!1�� %= 	���!1 �!�? ���� ?  (%��� %�����"� ��F �� !��O) 

 \K. /���/����� >�V�� <�� 	���  \Q. �!�? ���� ��?  

�.  
 

 
 

H.  
 

 
 

�.  
 

 
 

Z.  
 

 
 

[.  
 

 
 

$.  
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\R. 	H&� ः�� � ��� 4����� �-���� ���=�� UG��-UGU����� ���"� ������"� 	���� �>) 

�� �� >�z/�O?  

(�) �  �>) >�z/�O (H) �  <�� <�� >�z/�O (�) �  >�z8)��O 

((((EEEE) ) ) ) 	����� ू��� 	����� ू��� 	����� ू��� 	����� ू���     

\Y. %� MV��H �6�B�� ��" �8�& %��c �>) 	�8� >2� �� � 	��� ू��� ���& !��/?  

 
 

��" ��" ��" ��"  	��� 	��� 	��� 	���  

�. ��%= �8�&  
 

H. �=% ��M?8�  
 

�. x{� �8�&  
 

Z. !�->��� �8�&/"��%�� �8�&   
 

[. �4� 	�8�   
 

$. /�|�/�8
�8 �8�&   
 

/. ू�4&�� �8�&   
 

�. u�T� �8�&   
 

u. ���� �8�&  
 

}. 
 

�� -��� -���E �4� ����M?8�   

-. 
 

Z�"� �=% ��M?8�   

x. 
 

��6��6�� �"Z-"�   

T. 
 

��?M�� >)x�"�   

    

\\. %��c�� Z�"� ��D���UH% 
��"� �� �����= !�?8� �>) 	�8� >2� >����� 	��� �� � !�?  

 (�) UG�� �D>�A= �� �����= �8�& (�ः%): 
����, 	��&, �2�j, UG��UGU��� 

�D>�A=) (%��� %�����"�  ��F �� !��O) 
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(H) ��"�U�� 
ब������ � ��6��6�� 
��"� /�|� �8�& (�ः%): $�T�&, $ ���, 

Mp�, 
�!, $%, H$& �D>�A=) (%��� %�����"�  ��F �� !��O)  

(�) U$~=�ऽ ��F8� (%��� %�����"�  ��F �� !��O) 

 ����. . . . UG�� UG�� UG�� UG�� 
�D>�A=�D>�A=�D>�A=�D>�A= 

HHHH. . . . ��"�U�� ��"�U�� ��"�U�� ��"�U�� 

ब������ � 
ब������ � 
ब������ � 
ब������ � 
��6��6�� 
��"���6��6�� 
��"���6��6�� 
��"���6��6�� 
��"� 

����. . . . U$~=�ऽ ��F8� U$~=�ऽ ��F8� U$~=�ऽ ��F8� U$~=�ऽ ��F8�  
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H. !��� "��?�  
 

  

�. >�>��?�  
 

  

Z.  "��?�  
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!�� ��!� n   (�) �  �
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]K. %��c�� 	�8� >���) 	��� >�V�� ��4=	�j %��c�� Z�"�  M?8� �� � 	����� ू��� ���& 

!��/? ............................... 
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((((MMMM) ) ) ) 	�
�� �=�%%�	�
�� �=�%%�	�
�� �=�%%�	�
�� �=�%%�    

]R. %��c�� �>) /���/����� "�%0	��� >�V/�O? 

(�) �  >�V/�O    (H) �  >�V8)��O 

]Y. �� ��M?�� A��) ��� <�		��!1  5�� �� -��� -��?� �� �����= �8�& ू��: �� � 

	����� ू��� �/&�O? 

(�) �  "�%0	��� (H) �  ������  (�) �  <��...............    

]\. %��c�� �"�8���� �����%=�� �� 	��� ��% ��ॆ� >�V�� ��� !� p��% �) ��ॆ�� 

>�V/�O? 

(�) �  >�V/�O    (H) �  >�V8)��O 

((((����) ) ) ) 	�
�� ����%�%� 	�
�� ����%�%� 	�
�� ����%�%� 	�
�� ����%�%�  

]]. %��c�� �"�8��"� <�%��&%=� 
�! !��/? 

 (�)  �  !��/    (H) �  !�?8)� 

]L. (!��/ 	��) <�� �� � 	�
�� �"�8���?� %��c!1�� ��ः�� )�
!� �D>�A /? 
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(�) �  ���M?/�      (H) �  ���M?78� 
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(�) �   5�� �� -��� -���E �v� �x�B� 

 (H) �  �"�8���� <1��E  5�� �� -��� -�!1 �x�M� ू�p��
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 (Z) �   |) �� <@���� ����  
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 ($) <�� ू����� .......................... 
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LQ. (/ 	��) ��  �ः%� �"ः�� 	���� 	B�� /? 

.................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................. 

LR. %��c�� /��� � /����� %��c�� "�%0	��� >�V� ���� �� "��/���% 
�! ��� 	�� 

%��c��E �ः%� ���/? 

(�) �  ��ॆ� (H) �  7x�)  (�) �  ���ॆ�  
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!���� �� -��� -��� /���/����� ��� %��c�� 	��� >�V���O?  
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L\. >��� 	�� %��c��E �ः%� ���/?  

(�) �  ��ॆ�  (H) �  7x�)  (�) �  H��>  
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L]. >�����O 	�� �ः%� ���/? 

(�) �  ��ॆ�  (H) �  7x�)  (�) �  H��>  

LL. %��c�� /���/����� �>)	�8� �
!�� �� � 	��� >�V�� �/&? .................................  

L^. %��c�� >�V�� 	��� %��c�� !���>�>�/!��� "��� >�V�� 	��� 	�8� |�� 	B �ः%� 

���/? 

(�) �  ���/   (H) �  ���8)� 

L_. (���/ 	��) ��  �� "� |�� !���? 

(�) �  Mh$���"� 

(H) �  Gq8	�T��"� 

(�) �  
G�� ू����� �e�!1�� ू���"�  

(Z) �  	����"ौ�"�  

([) �  >�V�� %6���"�  

($) �  <��"� ............................... 

^b. %��c�)  	�
�� �"�8���� �����%=��  5�� 	��� �>���� <��  	��� >����� ���8� 

�ः%� ���/?  

(�) �  ��ॆ�  (H) �  7x�)  (�) �  ���ॆ�  

^K. 
-���= (�� <�%�&%�&"� �� �) 
<ः�	�
� � MV��H�=� �� ��!1 
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Appendix B: Sociolinguistic Questionnaire B  
    

������� 	�
�� ����������� 	�
�� ����������� 	�
�� ����������� 	�
�� ���� 
	���
��� �� �ि�� 
	��, �k�%&� ��, �ऽ	 �� 
ँ 
���� 

��
�� �����  ���, ����� ������� �!���"� �# $���% ���&ब" 
    

�"���"���"���"��----	���)����� ूँ ��	���)����� ूँ ��	���)����� ूँ ��	���)����� ूँ ����������    ((((HHHH)))) 
�!	���%�"J�!	���%�"J�!	���%�"J�!	���%�"J����� 
�A� 
�A� 
�A� 
�A    

/����0 % �� ��!1 "�"�) �v��3 

�&ू 4"  5�� �6�$� 78��: "���/!�ॆ� ��" ............... !� (<1�� ���  - 5�� �6�$� 
78��)3 !�"= �ऽ	 �� 
ँ 
������ 	���
��� �� �ि�� 
	��>�- �!�?!1�� 	����� 
<@��� <����A���� ����  B�� !I3 �!�?!1�� 78�� 	B�� 	��� �D>�A= ���������E 
<1�?� ��F �� /I3 ��"� �!�?!1��  5�� �!"�%�� ��4 �!��� ���& !��/ 	��  G� 
��H��� /I3 

�!"�%�!"�%�!"�%�!"�%::::        �  ////                    �  /)�/)�/)�/)� 
((((<<<<) ) ) )  A��	J% �J$�� A��	J% �J$�� A��	J% �J$�� A��	J% �J$��    

    <�%�&%�&<�%�&%�&<�%�&%�&<�%�&%�&    	�8� �
!�� %��� ू	�8� �
!�� %��� ू	�8� �
!�� %��� ू	�8� �
!�� %��� ूँ �ँ �ँ �ँ �!1 !1 !1 !1 ((((KKKK----LLLL) ) ) ) �� MN� ��F ���� MN� ��F ���� MN� ��F ���� MN� ��F ��!��O3!��O3!��O3!��O3 
 

ूँ �ूँ �ूँ �ूँ �    MN�MN�MN�MN�    

K. <�%�&%�& �PF�� 
 
 

Q. �"�% 
�%�.............."
!��............�&.......... 
.�P. 
%�6�H............."
!��............�&...........��O 

R. <�%�&%�& ः4�� 

�. �T& �P.: .................. 
H. ��M?/���: ............................... 
�. ��
�/���������: ....................... 
Z. U�V��: .................................. 
[. <# $�: ............................... 
$. U�
�B� ��W�T&��X�:.........................�J. 

........................M. 
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Y. <����A�%�(!1)�� ��": 

(�) ........................................ 
(H) ......................................... 
(�) ......................................... 
(Z) ......................................... 
([) .......................................... 

\. <�%�&%�&�� "�@�" 	���  
]. <�%�
ब���� "�@�" 	���  
L. 8�	����� ��" ( ँ�� 	B"�)  
 
�� ूँ ������ ���� ^ 8�UH KQ ����D" �!���=!1 	B ��ॆ� !��/3 �� ^ ���	�8� 
�" �!	��=!1�?� ��� ��& �
��/3 %� �78 ^ ���	�8� >2��?� �6��� 	�� <u) >2� 

ँ ��=� !��/3 ूp��� �"J!"� "
!�� � ��a� 8�)�� ��	� �"�� �!	���%� !��� �/&3 
ूp��� �"J!"� �>) M"�� �"J!�� (K\ �& 8�UH "��4��) ��"� �� !� ����, �� !� <Ar�� � 
�� !� �����%= �!	��=!1 	B ��ॆ� !��/3    
�!���= #K:::: 
^. �!���= (	����J$�) �� ��": .................................... 

_. ( ँ�� ���"� "�ऽ) ��`: (�)  �  ��a�   (H) �  "
!��  (�)  �  <�� 

Kb. M"��: ....... 

K1. ���%/�����% �"J!: ..................... 

12. %��c�� "�%0	����� ��": ..................... 

13. %��c�k  "��� "�%0	���: ...................... 

14. %��c�� >�>��� "�%0	���: ....................... 

/�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� ####K K K K �D%=�D%=�D%=�D%="� >�>� <4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3"� >�>� <4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3"� >�>� <4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3"� >�>� <4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3    
                                                                                �  ////                                            �  /)�/)�/)�/)� 
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�	���-
�J$� 

��" ��` M"�� ���% "�%0-
	��� 

 "��� 
"�%0	��� 

>�>��� 
"�%0	��� 

/�g-
�� 
 A��: 
!� � 
!�j�? 

K.         

Q.         

R.         

Y.         

\.         

].         

L.         

^.         

_.         

Kb.         

KK.         

KQ.         

1\. %��c ��"��� ः4��/��M? �!�? !�?  

(�) �T& �P.: ............... (H) ��M?/���: ....................  

(�) ��
�/���������: ............... (Z) U�V��: ..................... 

([) <# $�: ............................... 

16. ��  %��c <�% �%) �E B� �& 	�8� >2� >ः�� 	B�� /?  

 (�) �  /  (H) �  /)� 
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17. (>ः�� 	B�� / 	��)  

(�) �!�?: .............. (H) �
!��: ............. (�) ��% �"��D": ............... 

/�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� ####Q Q Q Q �!� n�!� n�!� n�!� n    !��� ��!��� ��!��� ��!��� ��, , , , <
!�� �!� n<
!�� �!� n<
!�� �!� n<
!�� �!� n    >����>����>����>����, , , , � �78 � �78 � �78 � �78 ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ >���� >���� >���� >���� 
	B 	B 	B 	B �!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��� ���3�� ���3�� ���3�� ���3        

����     !�!�!�!�                                            ����     !�j�!�j�!�j�!�j�            
    
	����J$� �T& 

�P. 
��M? ��.
.�. B� �& 

	�8� >2� 
<��ऽ �%) 
>ः�� 	B�� 
/?  

�!�?, �
!�� 
� ��% 
�"��D" 

/�g-��  A��: 
!� � !�j�? 

K.       

Q.       

R.       

Y.       

\.       

].       

L.       

^.       

_.       

Kb.       

KK.       

KQ.       
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((((    ) ) ) ) 	����� ू���	����� ू���	����� ू���	����� ू���    

�. " �	� � �6�Uः4�%, <�� � "�����?� 
�	� � 	��� >�V/�3 

H. %��c!1�� �ः%� "���� � <��"� ू�� ��� �D��&  	����� ू��� ���& !�O�/? �D��&  
	����� U$� ! B� /�M"� ��F �� !��O3 �!	��=!1�� 	��� ू����� ��ऽ!1�� ��" 	� �� 
!��� /, ����"� ��F �� !��� / � �D��&  	����� "��� ��F �� !��� /3 

�. %��c!1�� �ः%� <ः4�"� � �ः%� "����!1�?� A��) ��� "�%0	��� >�V�� !��/? 
("�%0	����� U$�! <�� /�M"� ��F �� !��O3 �!	��=!1�� ू����� ��ऽ�� ��" ��F �� 
!��� / � �%���E "�%0	����� "��� ��F �� !��� /3 �� �-� �!	��=!1�� "�� !� 
>��>����� "�%0	��� >�V/�O � �� !� >��>����� �D��&  	��� >�V/�O" 	� �� !��� /3 
M!�?!1�� �!����� ���� �ः%� >��>������� %= 	���!1 >�V/�O � �ः%� 
<ः4�"� %= 	���!1 ू��� �/&�O? �"J!!1 ��ॆ�� 8�H�M��� ���� U$�!!1 >8V�� 
!��O)  

Z. �ः%� "�����?� � �ः%� <ः4�"� %��c!1�� "�%0	��� � �D��&  	��� 8�>) >�V�� !��/? 
(�!	��=!1�� ू����� ��ऽ!1 ����"� ��F �� !��� / � �%���E >=$"� ��F �� !��� 
/3 �78 �>) ��� "������ p�� ू��� ��ऽ"� BM-� ��Uँ $% 	��� >�V/�O � 
�%�=!1�� p�� 	��� >2� >�V/�O � �� !� <1 	��� >�V/�O 	�� �!	��=!1�� �%���E 
B� /�M"� � <�� /�M"� <u �U��)  ��F �� !��� /3) 

[. ूp��� �"J!"� 8)��� a�"� ू��� !��� <ः4���E "��4 � �
!����!� n ू��� !�����E "��� 
��F �� !��O3 (8)��� � �
!����!� n�� ���� ब"G: "��4 � %� BM-� BM-� U$� ! 
��F �� !��O3 �!	��=!1��E ू����� ��ऽ!1 �"��M� 	� �� !��O3 8)��� � �
!����!� n 
�"J! >=$ x�M? /�{��M� M!�?!1��E Mp��
!% ��� � T����� /�O {��M� ���M�� ��" 
���& !��O3)    

$. (�78 8)��� ू���"� A��) ू��� ��ऽ 	B"�) �>	�8� >2� %��c �ः%� "�����?�  8)��� 
�� �����= ���& !��/? �%�=!1��E <a 	�8� "��4 ��F �� !��O3 (<4� 8)��� 1�"� 
ू��� !�����E ब""� ��F �� !��O3) 

/. %��c!1�� ू��� ��� 	���!1 � ���?� %= 	��� ू��� ���& !��/ M�=!1 ू�% %��c�� 
�ः%� ��$�j /? ��  %��c�� �� �) <�� <ः4�"� �= "@�� �� �) 	��� >2� ू��� ��& 
4�V�� !��/? 
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((((jjjj))))    	�
����% �="� ��A�&��	�
����% �="� ��A�&��	�
����% �="� ��A�&��	�
����% �="� ��A�&�� 

�. %��c!1�� 	����� ��" ��  !�? %��c!1�� ���%�� ��" ��  !�? (�>) ��"!1 
������ -�ब�"� ��F �� !��O) (�78 B� 	�8� >2� ��" /�O 	�� ूp����� ���� ��@�� 
!��O) MV��UH% ��""@�� %��c!1�� �� � ��" >2� a$�M�� !��/?  

  
K^. (�"J!�� 	� �� 	����� ��")...................... 
K_. %��c�� 	��� �>�V�� <�� 	��� �"�8���� "��/��� %��c�� 	�����E ��  

	�/�O?................................... 

2b. �� 	�����E <a ��"�� ��� U$���/? 

 (�) .....................   (H) .......................... 

 (�) .......................  (Z) .......................... 

H. %��c!1�� "�%0	��� >�V�� U�V��/��M?!1�� ��" 	� �� !��O (ूp����� ��" /�{) 

����"� ��F �� !��O3) ��%�� <ः4�"� U�V�� � ��M?�� �{� %��c�� ���� ��@�� �e�� 

!��/:  

2K. 
ँ ः% !���� ���� ूp��� x�M?�� ��D� �J$��!1 MV��H ���& !��O: 
  

(�) �T& �P.: ............... (H) ��M?/���: ....................  

(�) ��
�/���������: ...................... (Z) U�V��: ..................... 

([) <# $�: ............................... 

�. %= ������ -�ब�!1��E B�  ��"� �U�� 	�
���/���������/U�V�� <����� 
�"��B� ��F �� !��� /3  

Z. %��c�� 	����?� �"V�� <1 �� � �� � 	���!1 /�O, ��� p�� 	����� y�!1�� >�V8� 
%��c�� �D%="� �� !� Gq8!1 >�z�� !��/3 (%= 	���!1��E /�{) ����"� ��F �� !��O 
� �%�=!1��E �e��"� 4��� !��O3)  

[. ��M?�� �>)��  5�� 	��� M!� ू����� >�V/�O? (p�ः%� �"J!�� 6��6� T����� Z��� 
���M�� !��O3) 
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$. ः4��=� 	�8!1"@�� %��c�� �>)	�8� ��ॆ� �� � 	�8 (	���) >�z�� !��/? 8�ॐ� ��ॆ��?� 
>�z�� 	��� �� � !�? (��T&>�T&"� ��UHB�� <P�!1 !��� ��ऽ, 	���, <4� p�� ��ऽ�� 
	��� �"J!�� /�M"� ��F �� !��O3)  

/. <> !�"= %��c!1��E �= 	�
�� 	�8!1 "@�� �� � $�!� n ��ॆ�� >�z�� !��/ � �� � 
$�!� n �UN ��� >�z�� !�� �? �� � $�!� n �>)	�8� ��ॆ= >�z�� !��/? 	� �� �� �� 8�H�M� 
$�!�/C3 �ः%) ��� �� � 	�8�� Gq8!1 �� !� "�ऽ >�z�� !��/ p�� ��� 8�H�M� 
$�!�/I3 �= "@�� �� � $�!� n ��M?�� 	��� A��) ��ॆ��?� >�z�� !��/? (U$�!�� 8�H�M�� 
!��O � �� �) BM-� �`�� U$�! /�� � ���M�� !��O3 M�=!1��E �>)	�8� ��ॆ� >�z�� 
	��� >����� x�M?"� BM-� U$�! ��F � ���M�� !��O3 ��) ��� <�� 	�8!1 "��4 ��� 
U$�! ��F � ���M�� !��O3) 

�. �= "@�� %��c!1 �� � 	�8(	���)�� y�!1�?�  5�� "�%0	���"� �� �� ���& !��/? 
(�� ू������ ���� �	�8)  ���/�`�� U$�!�� ू��� ���& !��O3 <�� U$�! ��F �� 
!��O3(“!�"=!1 B�  ��"� �� �����= �8�&  5�) (BM-) 	�8) 	��� >�V/I” , “!�"= 
 5�) 	��� >�V/I, M�=!1  5�) 	��� >�V/�O” , �%�=!1 <�� 	��� >�V/�O, !�"=!1 
 5�) 	��� >�V/I” � !�"= 8�>)�� <��  	��� >�V/I”)  

u. �� !� "����!1  5�� 	���"� ��t ���ः%� ��F � $�!�/�O3 �78 "�%0	���"� 
�%�> 
��UH�� 	�� �� � �� � ��M?�� 
��4�!1�� ू��� ��& �e/�O !���? (��UHB�� 
�%�> 
�v� �e�� ��M?!1��E BM-� /�{) T��� �	ऽ ��F �� !��O3) (�78 
�%�> ��F �� � /���� 
>���"� ��h8)��O 	�� M�=!1 �� � $�!� n 	�8"� �=T= >��M� $�!�/�O? 	�� ��@�� 
!��O3)  

}. �= 	�8!1 "@�� ��H� � ����T�� �� ���� �� � $�
!?��E ू��� �8�& �>)�� ��ॆ��?� 
>�z���O? p��� �	B"� �� � $�!� P 	��� ू��� !�� �e/? (��T&>�T&"� ��UHB�� B, >=, 
�= <��!1��E ब")�?� ��F �� !��O3)   

 
((((EEEE))))    >!�	�
��%�>!�	�
��%�>!�	�
��%�>!�	�
��%�     

�. %���!1�� �>)	�8� >2� ू��� ��� 8�E-� 	���!1 ��  ��  !��O? BM-� T����� "�%0	��� 
��ॆ��?� >�V�� s�Uy!1��E ू�%���Ap �/& <���� �D��&  	��� ��ॆ� >�V�� 
s�Uy!1��E ू�%���Ap �/&3 (8�E-) T���!1��E 	Jc"� Z��� >��B� ��F �� !��O3) 

H. �> !�"=!1�� BM-� T�����E <�� T���"��4 H�� ��M?/C, �� HU�-B�� ��ऽ�� ��  
�� ���� ू�%���Ap �/&? (���� "�%0	��� � �D��&  	��� 8�E-) ��ॆ�� >�V�� 
"����!1�� ू�%���Ap �/&)  

�. �> 	�8� �
!�� !�"=!1 �D��&  	��� ��ॆ��?� >�V�� "����!1�� >���"� �� �� ��I3 
�ः%� "������ �D��&  	��� ��ॆ��?� >�V/�O? (�!	��=!1��E ������ -�ब�!1"� 
��F � ���M�� !��O)3 
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Z. ������ -�ब�!1��E Z����	ऽ ��F � ���M�� 	�8� �
!�� M�=!1�� "�%0	��� ��ॆ��?� 
>�V� ���8/�O � ���8)�� 	� �� ��h�� ��� !��/3 Z��� �	ऽ ूp��� ������ -�ब�!1 
�!�? �/&�? (M�=!1��E <
!���D" ��H��� ������ -�ब�!1 ��F � ���M�� !��O3 
M�=!1�� $�!�"� <u >2� 
UG� � <�� �"J!!1 >��M� �e/�O) 

[. �ः%� "����!1�� "�%0	��� ��ॆ��?� >�V/�O %� �D��&  	��� ��ॆ��?� >�V8)��O? 
(M�=!1��E p�ः%� "������ �"J! ��F � � M���y x�M?"� ��F � ���M�� !��O3) 

$. %=� �"J! "@�� �� �"� �>	�8� >2� "�%0	��= y�!1 /�O? %��c!1 ����E ���� 
!���& !�O�/? (�>)	�8� >2� "�%0	����� y� 	B�� Z���) (M�=!1��E  5�� 
$�� 
s�y ��& ���M�� !��O) 

/. %=�-) �"J! "@�� �� �) BM-� <�� 8�E �"J! >
2�!��� / 
�?  
�� !���? ����E 
%��c!1 ���� !���& !��/? (M�=!1��E  5�� 
$�� s�y ��& ���M�� !��O)3 

 
((((MMMM))))    ूGP��"J�� ��AH��ूGP��"J�� ��AH��ूGP��"J�� ��AH��ूGP��"J�� ��AH�� 

�. %���!1��  5�� 	��� � �Pः�0 �%"� 8�H���, ������ � ����� ��"�� %��c��E �&�� 
<��	 ���M?/, �%��� MV��H ���& !��O3 "�%0	����� ू��� 	j�!��� <ः4� ू�%  
%��c ��%�� !���!��/? (ूp��� ��"�� ����PG ��F � ���M�� !��O)3  

H. 	j��H��� ��ॆ� ��"!1��E ���� !���&!��/? ����E <u ��ॆ� ���� ���M� 
�
��/? <u >2� ���� ��A��& �
��/? %��c!1��  5�� "�%0	��� ू�% ��  �ः%� 
 G�- ����� /�O? (��Uँ $% �"���A %��� � %=������ �"J!"� /�|� ��& 
���M�� !��O -�>) 
���"��  �����"� /�|� ��& 78�� !��O(<�D	 ���))3 

�. ूp��� �"J!��E  - 5�� �"J!"� /�|� 	B��  ����� 	� � ���M�� !��O3 %= 
 ����� /�{�/�{) ������ -�ब�!1"� B� �����E ��F � ���M�� !��O (%= ������ 
-�ब�!1��E  ����� ��UHB�� G=�&� "��� ��F �� !��O)3 (�!	��=!1�� s�y ����� 
 G�- �������E %=�-$�� Gq8"� �P���=��� ��& ���M�� !��O)3  

Z. MV��H �6�B��  G�- ����� "@�� �� !���E ���&U�% ��& �U��� � �� !���E ��॑� 
�ः%� 8�UH�/? 8�E-� ������ -�ब�"� �U��� � ��॑� ��F � ���M�� !��O � 
�%�=!1��E 8�E �%� ��F � ���M�� !��O3  G�- �������E �>)	�8� �U��� 8�UH 
�>)	�8� ��॑� ब""� �"��B� ��F � ���M�� !��O3  

[. �� !�  G�- ����� <1 	�8� "!p�J�& �ः%� ���/? �>)	�8� "!p�J�&  G�-
 �������E B� /�M"� ��F � ���M�� !��O3 (/�g- �6�B�� "!p�J�&  G�-
 �������E ��� >2� "!p�J�& 8�UH �" "!p�J�&�� ब""� ��F � ���M�� !��O, 
�D	 	B BM-� |�-� ��� UHh�� !��O)3 

$. /�g- �6�B��  G�- �������E ����� ���& ����� >��M�� !��O3 %p���)  
%��c!1 �� �  G�- ������� ����� >��M� $�!�� !��/? B� B� �"J! >��M� 
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���M�� !��O3 ूp��� �8ः���E �"J!"� �
ब� 	B� ��" ��& Mp��
!% ���& !��O � 
ूp���  G�- ������� ����� %��� ���& !��O3   

/. %����� ����� >��M?8� �= �� ��"� 
$�� ���& !��O: K) %��c�� $�V�� ��� �8"!1 ��  
��  !��O? Q) %��� >�!�� �P��� !��� <1 s�Uy �� �� !��O? R)  G�- �������E 
"J%& 1� 78� %���!1��E $�
!�� �� ��!1 ��  ��  !��O? (�!	��=!1��E ������ -�ब� 
� ��F �� ��"म= 78B� x��� x��� <��"� ����� ��F � ���M�� !��O3)  

�. ूp��� �"J!��E  - 5�� �"J!"� /�|� 	B�� ����� 	� � ���M�� !��O3  
 

�!����� ���� A��) A��) A���83 
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Appendix C: Sociolinguistic Questionnaire C  
 

������� 	�
�� ���� 
�ऽ	 �� 
ँ 
���� �k�%&� ��, ��x"�TI 

��
�� �����  ���, ����� ������� �!���"� �# $���% ���&ब" 
�"��-	���)����� ूँ ���� (�) 

    

((((	�
��	�
��	�
��	�
��    <�	��%� <�	��%� <�	��%� <�	��%� (((( �8����� <��� �8����� <��� �8����� <��� �8����� <���) ) ) ) � ��M?�� "�UH���� ����� ��M?�� "�UH���� ����� ��M?�� "�UH���� ����� ��M?�� "�UH���� ����))))))))    

/���P�0 % �� ��!1 "�"�) �2��3�� ��!1 "�"�) �2��3�� ��!1 "�"�) �2��3�� ��!1 "�"�) �2��3 
 

�&ू 4"  5�� �6�$� 78��: "���/!�ॆ� ��" ............... !�3 (<1�� ���  - 5�� �6�$� 
78��)3 !�"= �ऽ	 �� 
ँ 
���� 	���
��� �� �ि�� 
	��>�- �!�?!1�� 	����� <@��� 
<����A���� ����  B�� !I3 �!�?!1�� 78��	B�� 	����D>�A= ���������E <1�?� ��F �� 
/I3 ��"� �!�?!1��  5�� �!"�%�� ��4 �!��� ���& !��/ 	��  G� ��H��� /I3 

�!"�%�!"�%�!"�%�!"�%::::  �  ////     �  /)�/)�/)�/)� 
 

((((<<<<) ) ) )  A��	J% �J$�� A��	J% �J$�� A��	J% �J$�� A��	J% �J$��    

    <�%�&%�& 	�8� �<�%�&%�& 	�8� �<�%�&%�& 	�8� �<�%�&%�& 	�8� �
!�� %��� ूँ �
!�� %��� ूँ �
!�� %��� ूँ �
!�� %��� ूँ �!1 !1 !1 !1 ((((KKKK----LLLL) ) ) ) �� MN� ��F ���� MN� ��F ���� MN� ��F ���� MN� ��F �� !��O3 !��O3 !��O3 !��O3 
 

ूँ �ूँ �ूँ �ूँ � MN�MN�MN�MN� 

K. <�%�&%�& �PF��  
 

Q. �"�% 
�%�……… "
!��……..........�&..……. 
.�P. 
%�6�H….. ….."
!�� ………… �&……… ��O 

R. <�%�&%�& ः4�� 

 

क. �T& �P.: ……………………. 

ख. ��M?/���: .......................... 
ग. ��
�/���������: .............. 
घ. U�V��: .................................. 
ङ. <# $�: ............................... 
च. U�
�B� ��W�T&��X�:................�J. 
................................................M. 
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Y. <����A�%�(!1)�� ��": 

 

(�) ........................................ 

(H) ......................................... 

 

\. 	����J$��� ��": .................................... 

]. ( ँ�� 	B"� "�ऽ) ��`:  (�)  �  ��a�    (H) �  "
!��            (�)  �  <�� 

L. M"��:  ...........................  

^. ��%: ........................... 

_. ��%���%�� �"�!: .........................  

Kb. %����� "�%0	����� ��": ........................... 

KK. %����� 	�8� <�� 	��� �"�8���� (%��c�� 	��� �>�V��) "��/��� %����� 	�����E 

��  	�/�O?................................... 

KQ. �� 	�����E <a ��"�� ��� U$���/? (�� 	����� <a ��  ��  ��" /�O?) 

 (�) .....................  (H) .......................... 

 (�) .....................  (Z) ........................... 

KR. %����k  "��� "�%0	���: ...................... 

KY. %����� >�>��� "�%0	���: ....................... 

K\. %��� ��"��� ः4��/��?M �!�? !�?  

(�) �T& �P.: ............... (H) ��M?/���: ....................  
(�) ��
�/���������: ...................... (Z) U�V��: ..................... 
([) <# $�: ............................... 

K]. !�� %��� �!�? >ः�� !��/? 

(�) �T& �P.: ............... (H) ��M?/���: ....................  
(�) ��
�/���������: ...............(Z) U�V��: ..................... 
([) <# $�: ............................... 
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KL. %��� �!�? >ः�� 	B�� ��% �"� 	��? ...............................  

K^. %����� ��M?//��/"��"� >��>�� ��� <�� ��%���%: (%��� %�����"� ��F �� !��O) 

K_. �%�=!1�� >�V�� <�� 	���: (%��� %�����"� ��F �� !��O) 

ब.�P. K^. ��%���% K_. 	��� 

�.   

H.   

�.   

Z.   

[.   

$.   

 

Qb. %����� "�%0	��� �P��� %4� �Di&��� ���� �� !� ���& �/&? 

 (�) �  �/&  (H) �  �8��O 

QK. (�/& 	��): %�����  5�� "�%0	����� �P��� � �D>A&��� ���� �� �ः%� ��" ���� 

�!��� ��& �e�� !��/? 

(�) ��
� 
����� ���� ��" ���� 

  (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(H) 
!�����E s�Uः4% ����  

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(�) Gq8��� >��B�  

(<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(Z) s����� ��H��  

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 
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([) "�%0	���"� ��
!p� ��F � Mp��
!% ����  

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

($) ��t ���ः%� ��H� %4� ू��G� ����  

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(/) �ऽ��ऽ�� �������  

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(�) ूG���"� ू��� ��& ���B�  

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(u) ू�4�"� %!"� "�@�"�� a�"� ू��� ��& ���B� 

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(}) <�� ू�����: ............................................... 

 M���y 	B"� �"��-	���)����� ूँ ���� 	�& G�a ���3 
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Appendix D: Wordlist  

������� ������� ������� ������� 	�
�� ����	�
�� ����	�
�� ����	�
�� ���� 
�ऽ	 �� 
�
�����ऽ	 �� 
�
�����ऽ	 �� 
�
�����ऽ	 �� 
�
���� 

�k�%&� ���k�%&� ���k�%&� ���k�%&� ��, , , , ��x"�TI��x"�TI��x"�TI��x"�TI, , , , �������������������� 

��
�� �����  �����
�� �����  �����
�� �����  �����
�� �����  ���, , , , ����� ������������ ������������ ������������ ������� 
�!���"� �����%�!���"� �����%�!���"� �����%�!���"� �����% 

 
 
 

<����A�%�!1�� ��"      �"�%�  ...............................  

(K) ........................................... 
(Q) ........................................... 
(R) ........................................... 
(Y) ........................................... 
(\) ........................................... 
	����J$�(!1)�� ��" 

(K) ........................................... 
(Q) ........................................... 
(R) ........................................... 
(Y) ........................................... 
(\) ........................................... 
ः4��� U�V��� .....................��
�/����������..................T� ��  ..... .........

��?M/-��.......................... 
	���� ��"� ..........................<�%�&%�&�� "�@�"	����  ........................  

 

बबबब.... �P�P�P�P.... <�म��=<�म��=<�म��=<�म��= ������������������������ 	���	���	���	���::::............................................................................................................................. 

1.  body G���  

2.  head -�M��  

3.  hair ����  

4.  face <��!��  

5.  eye  ?H�  

QKbQKbQKbQKb Gs8�J$=Gs8�J$=Gs8�J$=Gs8�J$= 
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6.  ear ���  

7.  nose ���  

8.  mouth "�H  

9.  teeth 8�?%  

10.  tongue U�ॄ�  

11.  breast ः%�  

12.  belly ��-  

13.  arm/ hand !�%  

14.  elbow �� j��  

15.  palm !p�� ��  

16.  finger fn��  

17.  fingernail �[  

18.  leg H�{�  

19.  skin /���  

20.  bone !�T  

21.  heart "�-�  

22.  blood ��%  

23.  urine 
���>  

24.  feces 78��  

25.  village ��M?  

26.  house Z�  

27.  roof /���  

28.  door 2���  

29.  firewood 8�M��  

30.  broom �� $�  

31.  mortar ���g-�  

32.  pestle ��!���  

33.  hammer !4gT�  
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34.  knife $��  

35.  axe >���  

36.  rope T���  

37.  thread A���  

38.  needle ����  

39.  cloth ���� (��T�)  

40.  ring fnx�  

41.  sun Z�"  

42.  moon $�ि"�  

43.  sky  ��G  

44.  star %���  

45.  rain ��&  

46.  water ���=  

47.  river �8�  

48.  cloud >�8�  

49.  lightening �>���� $D���  

50.  rainbow j�ि��=  

51.  wind >%��  

52.  stone 2�`�  

53.  path >�-�  

54.  sand >����  

55.  fire  ��  

56.  smoke A��?  

57.  ash H���=  

58.  mud "�-�  

59.  dust A���  

60.  gold ���  

61.  tree 1H  
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62.  leaf ��%  

63.  root ���  

64.  thorn ��?T�  

65.  flower |J �  

66.  fruit |�|J �  

67.  mango  ?�  

68.  banana �� ��  

69.  wheat(husked) �!�?  

70.  barley �g  

71.  rice (husked) $�"�  

72.  potato  ��  

73.  eggplant 	�-�  

74.  groundnut >8�"  

75.  chili H���&�=  

76.  turmeric >����  

77.  garlic ����  

78.  onion ����  

79.  cauliflower ��M��  

80.  Tomato ���	�T�  

81.  cabbage >�8�  

82.  oil %��  

83.  salt ���  

84.  meat "���  

85.  fat (of meat) >���  

86.  fish "�/�  

87.  chicken $V��  

88.  egg <�T�  

89.  cow ��E  
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90.  buffalo 	r�=  

91.  milk 8�A  

92.  horns ��[  

93.  tail ��h/�  

94.  goat >�भ�  

95.  dog �� �� �  

96.  snake ��& (��?�)  

97.  monkey >�?8�  

98.  mosquito ��"H�{�  

99.  ant ��"��  

100. spider "��� ��  

101. name ��"  

102. man "��/�  

103. woman  j"�E  

104. child >h$�  

105. father >�>�  

106. mother  "�  

107. older brother 8���  

108. younger 
brother 

	�j  

109. older sister 788�  

110. younger sister >
!�=  

111. son /���  

112. daughter /���  

113. husband ����� (ौ="��)  

114. wife ः�ः�= (ौ="%=)  

115. boy �� -�  

116. girl �� -�  

117. day 78�  
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118. night ��%  

119. morning 
!��  

120. noon "@���!  

121. evening ��?u  

122. yesterday 
!��  

123. today  �  

124. tomorrow 	���  

125. week !�� (��%�)  

126. month "
!��  

127. year �&  

128. old >J2�  

129. new ���?  

130. good ��ॆ� (<��)  

131. bad ���ॆ� (H��>)  

132. wet U$��  

133. dry ��FH�  

134. long ��"�  

135. short /�-�  

136. hot %�%�  

137. cold U$��  

138. right 8�
!��  

139. left 8�ो�  

140. near �U��  

141. far -�2�  

142. big xJ ��  

143. small ����  

144. heavy �॑C  

145. light !����  
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146. above "��4  

147. below %�  

148. white ��%�  

149. black ����  

150. red ��%�  

151. one B�  

152. two 8�E  

153. three %=�  

154. four $��  

155. five ��?$  

156. six /  

157. seven ��%  

158. eight  x  

159. nine �g  

160. ten 8G  

161. eleven BZ��  

162. twelve >�॑  

163. twenty >=�  

164. one hundred B� ��  

165. who ��  

166. what ��   

167. where �!�?  

168. when �
!��  

169. how many ��%  

170. which �� �  

171. this ��  

172. that p��  

173. these 
��=!1  
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174. those M�=!1  

175. same M!�  

176. different |�� (<��)  

177. whole �>)  

178. broken |� -���  

179. few 4��)   

180. many A��)   

181. all �>)  

182. to eat H���  

183. to bite -�e��  

184. to  be hungry 	���M��  

185. to drink 
�M��  

186. to  be thirsty �%H�&M��  

187. to sleep ��p ��  

188. to lie �V-��  

189. to  sit >ः��  

190. to  give  78��  

191. to  burn T2�M��  

192. to die "��&  

193. to  kill  "���&  

194. to  fly M¡��  

195. to  walk  
!?¡��  

196. to run 8gT��  

197. to go ����  

198. to  come  M��  

199. to  speak >�V��  

200. to  hear ��p ��  

201. to  look !���&  
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202. I  "  

203. you (informal) %?  

204. you (formal) %��E  

205. he �  

206. she M�=  

207. we (inclusive) !�"= (�"��G=)  

208. we (exclusive) !�"= (<�"��G=)  

209. you (plural) �%"=!1  

210. they M�=!1  
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Appendix E: Filled wordlists from the five survey points  

ब. �P. <�म��= Kumarkhod-K Kunjibari-K Rajgadh-G Kumarkhod-G Kathari-G 

1.  body deha deha deha deha deh 

2.  head matha matha matha matha matha 

3.  hair tsul tsuli tsul tsul kes 

4.  face mukh mukh  mukh  mukh  mukh  

5.  eye tsokhu tsəkʰu tsəkʰu tsəkʰu jãkh  

6.  ear kan kan kan kan kan 

7.  nose nak nak nak nak nak 

8.  mouth mukh mukh  mukh  mukh  muh 

9.  teeth dãt dãt dãt dãt dãt 

10.  tongue dzibha dzibha dziba dzibha dzibha 

11.  breast dud dud dudʰ tʰən tsutstsi 

12.  belly pet̺  pet̺  pet̺  pet̺  pet̺  

13.  arm/ hand hat̺  hat̺  hat hat hatʰ 

14.  elbow konhija konhija kenja kənhia kohni 

15.  palm təluwa hatertala tala təlwa tərhətʰi 

16.  finger aŋgul əŋgli aŋgul aŋgul aŋgur 

17.  fingernail kholka kh olka kh əlka kh əlka ləh 

18.  leg t̺ ʰeŋ t̺ʰeŋ t̺ʰeŋ t̺ʰeŋ t̺eŋ 

19.  skin tsəmra tsəmra tsəmra tsəmra tsəmri 

20.  bone həd̺d̺i həd̺d̺i həd̺d̺i həd̺d̺i həd̺d̺i 

21.  heart mut̺ai mut̺uk mut̺u mut̺u kəledzi 

22.  blood khun sukri khun kh un ləhu 

23.  urine mut mut mut mut mut 
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24.  feces gu gu gu gu gu 

25.  village gão gão bari gão gam 

26.  house ghər gh ər gh ər gh ər gh ər 

27.  roof tshəppər tsh əppər tsh əppər tsh əppər tsh əpəri 

28.  door dwar kebar dwar dwar kewar 

29.  firewood dzərna ləkri dzəlna dzalən dzəlawən 

30.  broom barhin barni barhin bariŋ borhen 

31.  mortar pəttʰəl sil sil sil pət̺ə 

32.  pestle lorhi pəthəl lohoro lərə lorhi 

33.  hammer mərija mərija mərija mərija hətʰəuri 

34.  knife tsəkku kat̺ i kat̺t̺i tsəkku tshuri 

35.  axe kurhali kurhali kurhali kurhal kurheri 

36.  rope rəssi rəssi rəssi rəssi rəssi 

37.  thread suta sutta suta suta suta 

38.  needle sui sui sui sui sui 

39.  cloth nuwã nuwã kəpd̺a nuwã kəpɽa 

40.  ring aŋt̺ʰi aŋt̺ʰi aŋt̺ʰi aŋt̺ʰi əũt̺ʰi 

41.  sun dhup dhup dhup dhup rəud 

42.  moon tsan tsan tsəndrəma tsan tsan 

43.  sky akas akas akas asman akas 

44.  star tara tara taru taro tara 

45.  rain megh bərsa bərsa bərsa bərsa 

46.  water pani pani pani pani pani 

47.  river ləddi ləddi nədi ləddi ləddi 

48.  cloud bədli bədli badəl bədli bədli 

49.  lightening tsərək tsərək meghtsilkinhu tsərəktsəmkeche bijlitsəmkəna 
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50.  rainbow ãra ãra arapara ãra indrədʰənus 

51.  wind hawa hawa hawa hawa hawa 

52.  stone patthəl path əl path əl path əl path əl 

53.  path rəsta rasta rəsta sərək rasta 

54.  sand balu balu balu balu balu 

55.  fire əgin əgin əgin əgin əgin 

56.  smoke dhuwã dhuwã dhuwã dhuwã dhuwã 

57.  ash mũs musi mũs mũs tshəur 

58.  mud mat̺ i mat̺i mat̺i mat̺i mat̺i 

59.  dust dhula dhula dhula dhula dhula 

60.  gold sona sona sona sona sona 

61.  tree gatsh gatsh gatsh gatsh gatsh 

62.  leaf pətəi path i pat pat pətta 

63.  root dzər dzər dzər dzər dzər 

64.  thorn kãt̺o kãt̺a kãt̺a kãt̺ ə kãt̺ə 

65.  flower ph ul ph ul ph ul ph ul ph ul 

66.  fruit pʰəlpʰul ph əlpʰul ph əl pʰəlpʰul ph əlpʰul 

67.  mango am am am am am 

68.  banana kela kela kela kela kela 

69.  wheat(husked
) 

gəhəm gəhəm gəhəm gəhəm gəhəm 

70.  barley dzə dzə dzəu dzə dzə 

71.  rice (husked) tsəul tsaul tsəul tsəul tsəur 

72.  potato alu alu alu alu alu 

73.  eggplant bəigən bəigən begən bəigən begən 

74.  groundnut məmph əli məmph əli bədam bədam bədam 
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75.  chili mərtsin mərtsin mərtsin mərtsin mərtsain 

76.  turmeric həldi həldi həldi həldi hərdi 

77.  garlic rəsun rəsun ləhsun rəsun rəsun 

78.  onion pjadz pjadz pjadz pjadz pjadz 

79.  cauliflower kobi kobi kobi kobi kobi 

80.  Tomato t̺ əmat̺ ər t̺əmat̺ol t̺əmat̺ ər t̺əmat̺ol golbh ənt̺a 

81.  cabbage patkobi bəndakobi patkobi patkobi bəndhakobi 

82.  oil tel tel tel tel tel 

83.  salt nun nun nun nun nun 

84.  meat masu masu masu masu mas 

85.  fat (of meat) tel tel tel tel tel 

86.  fish matsh matsh matsh matsh matsh 

87.  chicken bətstsa bətstsa bətstsa tseŋna bətstsa 

88.  egg d̺ imma d̺imma d̺imma d̺imma d̺imma 

89.  cow gai gai gai gai gai 

90.  buffalo bʰəĩs bʰəĩs bʰəĩs bʰəĩs bʰəĩs 

91.  milk duhni duhni duhni duhni dudʰ 

92.  horns siŋ siŋ siŋ siŋ siŋ 

93.  tail neŋər neŋər neŋər neŋər naŋər 

94.  goat tshagəl tsh agəl tsh agəl tsh agəl bəkri 

95.  dog kutta kutta kutta kutta kutta 

96.  snake sãp sãp sãp sãp sãp 

97.  monkey bəndər bandər bãdər bãdər banər 

98.  mosquito mətstshər mətstshər mətstshər mətstshər mətstshər 

99.  ant tsit̺ i tsit̺i kʰot̺la kh ət̺la kh ot̺a 

100. spider məkra məkra məkra məkra mokra 
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101. name nam nam nam nam nam 

102. man lok lok lok lok admi 

103. woman bertshani bertshani bertshani bertshani dzhõt̺aha 

104. child tsh uwa tshuwa tshuwa baba bətstsa 

105. father bəu bau bəu bəu babu 

106. mother ma ma ma ma mæ 

107. older brother dəda dada dəda dəda bhəija 

108. younger 
brother 

bʰai bh ai bh ai bh ai bh æ 

109. older sister bəi bai bai bəi dəja 

110. younger 
sister 

bəhin bəhin bəhin məi bəhin 

111. son bet̺a bet̺a bet̺a bet̺a bet̺a 

112. daughter bet̺ i bet̺i bet̺i bet̺i bet̺i 

113. husband bhətar bhatar bhətar bhətar sæ̃ 

114. wife məugi mogi məugi mɔgi məugi 

115. boy tshuwa tshuwã tshuwa tshɔra tsh ɔ̃ɽa 

116. girl tsh uri mai tshwa tshuri tsh ɔ̃ɽi 

117. day din din din din din 

118. night rat rat rat rat rat 

119. morning behan behan behani behan bʰor 

120. noon duipəhər  duipəhər  belabhat̺i duipəhər  duipəhər  

121. evening rat san san belad̺ ubba sãdzh 

122. yesterday kali kalhi kalh kal kail 

123. today adzhi adzi adz adz adzi 

124. tomorrow kali kalhi kalh kal kail 

125. week həpta həpta həpta həpta həpta 
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126. month məhina məhina məhina məhina məhina 

127. year sal sal bətsh ər bətstshər bərəs 

128. old purna purna purna purna purna 

129. new nəjã nəjã nəjã nəjã ləwə 

130. good əsəl əsəl əsəl ətstsha ətstsha 

131. bad khərap khərap khərap niətstsha khərap 

132. wet bh idza bhidza bhidza bhidzigel bh idza 

133. dry sukhna sukhna sukna sukna sukʰlə 

134. long ləmba ləmma lama lamba nəmma 

135. short tsʰət̺ə tsʰət̺ə tsh ot̺əi tsh ət̺ə tsh ot̺ə 

136. hot gərəm gərəm gərəm gərəm dh ipəl 

137. cold t̺ʰət̺ər t̺ʰət̺ər t̺ʰənd̺h a t̺ʰənd̺a t̺ʰənd̺a 

138. right dəhina dəhina dəhina dəhina dajã 

139. left bajã bajã bajã bajã bajã 

140. near bəgəl ləgte bəgəl bəglət t̺ʰamhe 

141. far dur durət dur dur dur 

142. big bərka bərka bərə bərə bərə 

143. small tsʰət̺ə tsʰət̺ə tsh ot̺a tshət̺ə tsh ot̺a 

144. heavy bhari bh ari bh ari bh ari bh ari 

145. light həlka həlka halka həlka həlka 

146. above upər uppər uppər upər uppər 

147. below təl nitsan təl təl nitstsa 

148. white sapha səpʰa sapha sapha ujər 

149. black kalo kalə kalə kalə kərija 

150. red lal lal lal lal lal 

151. one ek ek ek ek ek 
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152. two dui dui dui dui du 

153. three tin tin tin tin tin 

154. four tsar tsar tsar tsar tsar 

155. five pãts pãts pãts pãts pãts 

156. six tshə tsh ə tsh ə tsh ə tsh ə 

157. seven sat sat sat sat sat 

158. eight at̺ ʰ at̺h  at̺h  at̺h  at̺h  

159. nine nəu nəu nəu nəu nə 

160. ten dəs dəs dəs dəs dəs 

161. eleven egarə egarə egar egarə egarhə 

162. twelve barə barə barh barə barə 

163. twenty bis bis bis bis bis 

164. one hundred sə sə səj səj sə 

165. who ke kahãe kahẽ kahãe ke 

166. what ki ki ki ki ki 

167. where kuna kunhan kunha kuni kəte 

168. when kətkʰuna kəb kəb kəb kəkʰni 

169. how many kətek kətla kətla kətek kətna 

170. which koina kaẽ ke kun kon 

171. this ila ila jehãi ihan it̺o 

172. that ula ula uhãi uhan ut̺o 

173. these imala imala emhã imhala isəb 

174. those umala umala umhã umhala usəb 

175. same waẽ waĩ bərabəri wəhaẽ uhæ 

176. different bhin ələg ələg bh in ələg 

177. whole səbkoi got̺ela səbʰəi got̺ela səbbera 
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178. broken pʰut̺əl pʰut̺əl bh ãga bhaŋigel ph ut̺əl 

179. few th orek konek thorəi tsəiri kəm 

180. many bhəlla bəhutla bhelela bhelela bəhut 

181. all gotela səbau səbhake got̺ela səbbe 

182. to eat khaba khaba khamu khamu khəel 

183. to bite kəmran kəmra kəmran kəmra kat̺ lə 

184. to  be hungry bhoklagi bhoklage bhoklagi bhoklagi bhukʰelə 

185. to drink kh am khaba kham piekha pilə 

186. to  be thirsty pjaslagle pjaslagil pjas pjaslagil piaslə 

187. to sleep sutam nidam sutnu nidam sutlə 

188. to lie unt̺aide kərgən gərbəram gərbəram oghərlə 

189. to  sit both bət̺ʰnu bət̺ʰum bət̺ʰ bəit̺hlə 

190. to  give  de diba dum de delə 

191. to  burn dzəlanu dzəlwa dzhəlam dzəlanu dzərlə 

192. to die marum marle məril məril marlə 

193. to  kill  mərum marle maril maril marlə 

194. to  fly uram urle ud̺ əl ural urlə 

195. to  walk  berwa bərae bəral bəral lərlə 

196. to run dəurum dəurie dəurbe dəuril dəurlə 

197. to go dzamu dzawa dzabe gel gelə 

198. to  come os asek əswe əsil əilə 

199. to  speak bol bolwa bolbe bolil bollə 

200. to  hear sun sunwa sunbe sunil sunlə 

201. to  look dekh dekhwa dekhbe dekhil dekh lə 

202. I  mui mui mui mui həme 

203. you tui tui tui tui tehẽ 
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(informal) 

204. you (formal) tumhã təmala tui tui tehẽ 

205. he wã waẽ wəhaĩ wahaẽ u 

206. she wã wã wəhaĩ wahaẽ u 

207. we 
(inclusive) 

hama hama səbʰai hamala həmsəb 

208. we 
(exclusive) 

hama hamala səbʰai hama həmsəb 

209. you (plural) tumhala təmala tumhala tumhala torasəb 

210. they umhala omhala umhala umhala usəb 

 


